
BEFORE THE ARBITRATOR

City of Manitowoc Firefighters,
IAFF, Looal 368, AFL-CIO

And MIA Case ID:285-0015

City of Manitowoc
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Attorney Timothy tlawks and ,l.ttorne], Jason Perkise.r. on behalf of City of Manitowoc Firefighters,

IAFF, Local 368, AFL-CIO.

Attorney Kyle Gulya and Attorney Ryan Heiden, on behalf of the City of Manitowoc.

City of Manitowoc Firefighters, IAFF, Local 368, AFL-CIO, and the City of Manitowoc

(hereinafter referred to as the Union and the City, respectively) are parties to a oollective bargaining

agr€ement that expired on December 31, 2018. The parties filed an interest arbitration petition with the

Wisoonsin Employment Relations Commission (WERC). Peter Davis, a member of the Commissionos

staffl, conducted an investigation which reflected that the parties were deadlocked in their negotiations. A

Notice of Close of Investigation and Advice to the Commission was issued by Peter Davis on July 1,

2020. The parties selected the undersigned as mbitrator by the parties through the WERC to hear and

deoide the above-referenced dispute. A video hearing was held on October 2t and22,2020. The hearing

was transcribed. The parties filed post-hearing initial and reply briefs that were exchanged by January 8,

20}l,marking the close of the reoord.

Based upon consideration of the record and arguments in their entirety, the undersigned issues the

following Award.

STATUTORY CRITERIA

$111.77 (6), Wis. Stats.:

(am) In reaching a decision, the arbihator shall give greater weight to the economic conditions in the
jurisdiction of the municipal employer than the arbitrator gives to the factors under par. (bnr). The

arbitrator shall give an accounting of the consideration of this factor in the arbitrator's deoision.



(bm) In reaching a decision, in addition to the factors under par. (am), the arbitrator shall give weight to
the following factors:

1. The lawful authority of the employer.
2. Stipulations of the parties.

3. The interests and welfare of the public and the financial ability of the unit of government to meet these

costs.
4. Comparison of the wages, hours and conditions of employment of the employees involved in the

arbitration proceeding with the wages, hours and conditions of employment of other employees

performing similar services and with other employees generally:

a. In public employment in comparable communities.
b.In private employment in comparable communities.
5. The average consumer prioes for goods and services, commonly known as the cost of living.
6. The overall compensation presently reoeived by the employeeso including direct wage compensation,

vacationo holidays and excused time, insuranoe and pensions, medical and hospitalization benefits, the

oontinuity and stability of employment and all other benefits received.

7. Changes in any of the foregoing circumstances during the pendency of the arbitration proceedings.

8. Such other factors, not confined to the foregoing, which are normally or traditionally taken into
consideration in the determination of wages, hours and conditions of employment through voluntary

collective bargaining, mediation, fact-finding arbitration or otherwise between the parties, in the public

service or in private employment.

LIST .OF ISSUNS IN.DISPUTE

1) Definition ofWork Day, Article 4, Section 1(c)

2) LightDuty Program Changes to Article 4, Section a(a) and 4(c)

3) homotional Procedure Article 6, Seotion (lXa) and 1(c)

4) Continuing Education, Article 9, Section 6

5) Physical Examinations, Article 24 Section 1

6) Linen and Laundering, Article 26

7) Article 9, Wages

(Note: Each party's Final Offer is attached to the Award as Appendix A [Unionos Final Offer]

and Appendix B [City's Final Otrer].)
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PARTIES'POSITIONS

UNION'S POSITION

The Union's final offer resolves problems for its members and the City at a reasonable cost. It is
the more reasonable of the two offers. The oogreater weight" criterion of Wis. Stat. $ 111.77(6)(am)

focuses on the economic situation of the City. The Union proposal's cost is in close paflty to the cost of
the City's proposal, particularly when we consider the slight additional reduction in cost that would
follow recalculation of the later step movement dates on employee's anniversaries, rather than January 1.

For the period covered by the proposed contract and the future, the criterion favors neither parties'

proposal.
The only evidence of economic pressure on the City is that which follows the arrival of the

COVID 19 pandemic to the region around Manitowoc. Any adverse finanoial consequences to the City of
the pandemic will be reflected mainly in the third year of this oontract. The Union's offer presents a cost

to the Crryos taxpayers that is essentially the same as the City's offer. During}Ol9 and2020 the general

economie conditions of the jurisdiction are positive and favor neither parties' position. If in 2021 the
general oonditions turn negative, the financial consequences of both parties' offers are similar. Therefore,

the "greater weighf'criterion neither favors, nor disfavors either proposal.

A Union exhibit reveals that Manitowoc's Fire Deparfrnent has a serious retention problem.

Taking into consideration only the firefighters who left their original department for the identical rank in
another department, during the ten years prior to the implementation of the two-tier system, only 3

Manitowoc fnefighters left for greener pastures; in the subsequent ten years 21 firefiglrters left. Compare

that with the numbers of firefighters who resigned among the comparables: Appleton 1, DePere 0, Green

Bay 5, Kaukauna 8, NeenalVlvlenasha 0, Oshkosh 3, Sheboygan 2, and Two Rivers l. In absolute terms,

nrore than 40Yo of the Manitowoc bargaining unit left for jobs at the same rank but in other departments in
ttre current decade. No other unit, other than Kaukauna, saw comparable staff deprecations. No other

unit had a system where people at the same rank, doing the same work were paid differently. The

witnesses explain why this impasse ocourred: the two-tier pay system and the damage to morale caused

by it.
In its most extreme form, a Group B firefighter promoted to a leadership position' say as a

lieutenant, will be paid less than a Group A Motor Pump Operation subject to his supervision. It is an

abenation that should not be allowed to stand. The Union's proposal is narrowly tailored to address only

the need to unify all employees' salaries.

Perhaps the most difiicult issue when negotiating a salary schedule change is the ohallenge of
accounting for the cost of implementing the ohange, i.e.o identiffing the actual cost of placing employees

on the new step, determining that costo and repeating that process for each new placement. This is
particulafly so, when the offer also provides other employees who are not being placed on a new schedule

with an across-the-board increase.
The Union held the astual cost of its proposal to uni$ the salary schedule to not greater than

2.01% n 2}lg, I.460/o n 2020 and 1.55% in 202t. Again, the "not greater thano' patameter exists

because the Union assumed step movement occurred at the beginning of the year 2019 and 2020 ruther

tfuan on the employeeos anniversary date. Cost balancing occurred in the first year of the proposed

contact, with Group A employees being held to 1% increase and the Group B employees netting a greater

p€rcentage increase than that, but on lesser annual wages, such that the actual cost in 2019 will be 1.81%

gteater than the year earlier cost. Thereafter, the Union offer results with a 1.46% increase in 2020 over

2Al9; and 1.51% increase in year 2021 over 2019. Also, each of these increases is significantly less than

tlee percentage inorease ofthe comparables.- 
The City exaggerates an imagined future cost increase as Group B employees move up to the new

frrefighter top step and are promoted to the higher ranks. In addition to the lower-than-average
percentage increases being paid Group A employees described aboveo the gradual implementation of the

increaseJ for Group B employees occurs in the context of the opening up of future promotional
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opporhrnities, positions held overwhelmingly by Group A employees. Soo the actual financial
consequence ofthat personnel transaction is a net zero.

A hypothetical example demonstrates this point. Assume that three years from now a current
Group B employee is promoted to the rank of lieutenant to fill a vacancy caused by retirement or
promotion of a Group A lieutenant. The promoted employee will be paid the same as the retired
employee had been paid. There will be no increased cost as a consequence of the promotion. What the
City appears to be complaining about is the lost savings it might realhe if the two-tier system is permitted
to continue three years into the future. Soo it is a loss of a cost savings, not an increase cost of operations,
that it is complaining about. The City has no right under this contract to a specific salary two years after
this contract has expired.

Two aspects of the Union's argument below lay that out. The first is the history of the City's
demand in 2012 to reverse the quid pro quo exchanged for the Union's agreement to the two-tier pay
schedule ten years ago. Whatever equitable claim it may have had to the continuation of the two-tier
salary system, it forfeited when it disrupted the exchange ofvalue.

The second important piece of the analysis focuses on the externally comparable top-step
firefighter and officer wage rates. The City seeks to perpetuate a salary schedule that is not supported by
the external comparables. In fact, all collectively bargained internal and external comparables support the
Union's proposed single tier salary schedule; none support the City's proposed continuation of the two-
tier schedule.

There is no two-tier salary schedule among any of the oomparables, internal or external. The
Crty's desperate mischaracterization of just two units out of the entire set of external and internal
comparables to claim support for a two-tier compensation, distorts reality. Sheboygan has a schedule that
pays its employs who have palamedic licensure and responsibilities concomitant thereto more than it pays
its employees who have only the significantly lesser EMS licensure and responsibilities. The rates differ
because the parties rolled the Paramedic and EMS premiums into the base. Sheboygan does not pay
employees who have the same job duties and responsibilities different base rates. Similarly, the Two
Rivers contract is again a two table, not two tier. What it pertains to its employees hired before a certain
date were granted into same post-employment or retirement health insurance.

It is reasonable to assume that the two rates/benefits combinations represent an approximately
equal value, i.e., the value of Two Rivers post-retirement health insurance is roughly comparable lo a 4%o

pay increase. Again, absent a lot more information than is in the record, the parties' negotiators cannot be
presumed to have created a different level of compensation/benefits for employees at the same rank
performing the same duties. Rather, it is reasonable to assume they found rough justice and agreed to it.

The Union's offer includes a quid pro quo as it includes a lower total package increase than the
comparables would othenpise justify and it lowers the percentage increase for the more highly
oompensated bargaining unit members. The Union's negotiating team summarized this point in an
exhibit, the Executive Summary of its oase.

hoviding a quid pro quo for this change, tho Union has offered percentage raises of l% n 2019
for Group A employees,I.TSYo lrl^2020, and 1.75% in202l in comparison to the oomparable averages of
2.310/o n 2019,2.50% in 2020, and 2.50o/o n 2021,. This provides a difference in the Unionos wage
proposal and comparable raise averages of 2.81% over the 3-year contract, showing the Union's wage
package raise to be on average 0.94% less than the comparable average raise per year. With the entirc
bargaining unit "step up" calculations of the single tier pay change, the raise calculations by year of
l.8lo/o tn 2019, 1.76% in 2020 and L75o/o in 2021 still show a contrast of 1.99o/o less than the average
comparable raise packages over the life of the contract.

In fact, Union exhibits enumerate the ways in which the Union provides a quid pro quo: pay
freezes in steps A-E for 2019; pay freezes in step B-E for 2020; pay step deueases in steps B-E for 2021;
a leveled pay progression versus the aggressive 2018 progression; and a proposed raise package 2.81%
less than comparable averag€s over the life of the contract. The Union's proposal provides raises 1olo-

1.75o/o-1.75olo as compared to 231%-25%-250/o for average comparable raise packages. The Union
notes that the requirement of a quid pro quo is relaxed or eliminated when there is overwhelming
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comparable support for a proposal. There is overwhelming comparable support for the Union's unified
wage offer. There are no comparables that support the City's continuing two-tier wage proposal. The
Crty's proposal of flat dollar increases and trvo-tier base pay salary enjoys no comparable support either
intemal or external. There is no comparable wage schedule that contains a flat dollar increase for
bargaining unit members in 2019, 2020, or 2021. This includes the important internal comparable of the
public safety unit.

The City's proposal to pay a flat dollar amount of $5,000 for paramedic services is not
supporteded by a demonstration of need, is not narrowly tailored, has no comparable support and is not
aocompanied by a reasonable quid pro quo. The current collective bargaining agteement (by virtue of an
evergreen clause) provides: "All Wisconsin-licensed Paramedics 7o/o of Firefighter-E monthly base pay."
The City proposes to substitute for that clause language (that it does not provide) offering $5,000 annually
as a lump sum payment during the contact for those firefighters who hold a paramedic license, rather
than a percentage of wage. The City does not show a need, other than to implicitly provide Group B
employees a few hundred dollars more than the current contract, a need that is created by the very
existence of the two-tier pay schedule and better met by the Union's offer to unify the pay schedule.

However, the curent contract would pay Group B employees 7Vo of a monthly salary of $5,167.
Annualized, that amounts to $4,340.28. The Union's offer proposes to increase the Firefighter H pay rate
to $5,798 monthly. Maintaining the current conhact language and applying it to the Union's final offer
would pay the former Group B paramedics $4,870.32 annually. The City's proposal would pay $129.68
annually more to the Group B paramedics than the Union would pay them.

Meanwhile, the current Group A, Firefighter E monthly salary is $5,741. The paramedic
premium paid to them is $4,822.44. For their service n 2019 the City would pay them $5,000. The
Union would pay them the same as the former Group B employees per the unified salary schedule, or
84,870.32. But what is important is not the $177.56 dollar difference in favor of the employer's proposal
in 2019, it is the 842.52 more that the Union's proposal would pay the paramedics annually n2021.

Typically, there is a quid pro quo exchanged by the Unions to support a proposal to index a
premium payment to a value that is regularly increased as part of the negotiations over the annual ATB
increase. Once done, it never has to be done again. And, a fixed dollar premium for a speoialized service
provided by only oertain employees in the bargaining unit is not deflated over time by the unwillingness
of the employer to negotiate a CPI increase for all of the contract's fixed dollar premiums. Here that is
lost in time and detail, but it would be a mistake to believe that it did not occur. Most importantly, it is
not the Union's burden to defend the status quo of the current confact language but rather the City's
burden to show a need for the change, comparables that support it and that it provides a quid pro quo to
the Union in exchange. It has done none of these things. The burden does not lie on the parly proposing
a change to the status quo when the opposing party demands a withdrawal of the quid pro quo that
supported it.

The Union's agreement to adopt the two-tier pay schedule was grounded by the City's agreement
to increase the total number of bargaining unit positions by three. It is undisputed that within a year of
rnaking the promise in writing, the City demanded that the Union agree to reverse it. The doctrine of
equitable estoppel bars the City from now arguing that the Union must offer a quid pro quo for a proposed

unified salary schedule. This aspect of the Union's argument and the facts relevant to it are continued
below in context of the "other factorso'criterion to be applied to this dispute.

Among the remaining statutory oiteria only $111.77(6)(bm) 4 and 8 bear upon the parties' wage
dispute. They favor the Union's offer. A comparison of the wages of employees performing similar
services requires close attention here. There is an exhaordinary gap of 57,304 between the City's Group
B proposal and the average of the comparables. That problem is only made worse with the City's 'flat
dollar" increase, as it expands the shortfall to $8,083 dollars during the life of the contract.

Similarly, even the Union's offer does not bring its firefighters to the average of the comparables,
increasing the lag from $934 to $1,251 over the life of the contuact.' Despite that and despite the need to
address the two-tier pay crisis, the City's proposal offers Group A fnefighters a greater increase than does
the Union's offer. Criterion 8, o'other faetors" normally taken into consideration, includes the inequitable
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r€ward claimed by the City after failing n its 2012 staffrng promise and the bargaining history in this
case. An exhibit includes excerpts from the 2010-20l2labor contract. For the fnst time the contract
contains a two-tier wage schedule with the new, lower pay scale applicable to employees hired after
August 1,2009. Also, for the first time it oontains the following promise by the City: "For the contract
period January t,2010 through December 31,20t2, the City of Manitowoc agrees to hire three additional
frrefighters, with no less then (sic) one frefighter hired per year of the contract.'o It continues to provide
that the agreement applies to duration of this contract, but that it shall not serve "as a precedent requiring
or suggesting that the City is bound to hire additional firefighters in any future labor agreements." The
problem for the City is that it not did not hire the 3rd additional firefighter before that agreement expired.

Instead, on February 6,2012, the City and Union entered into a successor 2013-2014 contract and
a separate Memorandum of Understanding (MO[I). The MOU expressly voided Article 29 of the then
current 2010-2012 contract; the future confract did not include it, nor any staffing substitute for it. On the
face of both the MOU and the 20t3-l4labor contract there is no obvious exchange of some other benefit
to the members of the bargaining unit comparables to the staffing promise.

This was the period of time that the City's reserves fell to $16,000, near bankruptcy. The Union
subsequently negotiated limited minimum staffing impact provisions and then in February of 2014
grieved the City's violation of those, but elected to pursue what it thought would be a more responsible
rneans of redress: collective bargaining. On September 22,2014 its negotiating team submitted the
IJnion's proposals for a 2015-16 labor agrcement. First among its proposals was to reform Schedule B;
move all employees off of it after 9 years of service and pay all employees on it with 7 or more years of
service an additional $250/month. The City would not, and did not agree, to either proposal, nor offer
any other modification to Schedule B. The same experience followed in ttre 20t7-18 round of
bargaining.

That brings us to the bargain leading to the current impasse. Again, the Union proposed to
reform the two-tier schedule. Its frst priorrty was to maintain competitive pay for the Union's
membership while creating equal pay for each categorized and leveled position essentially creating a
singular compensation schedule. At the very beginning it appeared that the logiam was breaking up. The
very first of the City's June 7, 2018 "Top Priorities" was to: Move all employees to Schedule A to
remove disparity between Schedule A and Schedule B, with the understanding that any EMS premium
pay and other premiums (education, longevity, etc.) would be frozen at 2018 dollar levels for employees
alrcady on Schedule A and not offered to employees hired after July 1, 2009 to alleviate impact of
change. Oddly, with no explanation to the Union's negotiating team for the regression, only one week
later, on June 14, 2014,the City dramatically cut its first proposal. In a memorandum to the Union, the
City's negotiating team wrote: "Move Schedule B employees to Schedule A upon promotion to MPO to
maintain a competitive wage schedule. Freeze EMT pay at current Firefighter E levels for current
ernployees and eliminate for new employees."

This is the context. Some firefighter/paramedics work their entire career in that rank. Not
unusually he or she will start their career in the mid to late '20's and finish in the mid-50's. That is
roughly a 30-year career. As of July 1, 2018, there was a $5,000 difference between the B and A
Schedule top-step firefighter base salary. So, the Union's B firefighters who remain at the rank for a
career suffer a $150,000 loss of income over their caf,eers as a result of the two-tier system. The City's
opening proposal cut that loss from 30 years to 9, potentially improving the future earnings of a B
frrefighter by $105,000. One week later, the City pulledthe sweet aroma of progress entirely offthe
table. Only employees that were promoted would be able to move offSchedule B.

The City also proposed to freeze what was then about $4,700 of EMS pay into perpetuity by
destroying the "index" feature in the contract for all current employees. And if that is not enough it cuts it
altogether for new employees. This, even as other units, like Sheboygan, are rolling the EMT into the
base salary. But it's not over. The City demands that 17 provisions of the conhact "be removedo'
beoause, according to the City's negotiating teamo they are permissive subjects of bargaining. Rather than
rnake incremental progress forward from its opening proposal, the City lurched backwards.
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The Union's proposal to convert the duty day article to impact language is prefened in light of
the City's decision to challenge the ability to bargain the language it now peculiarly proposes to continue
unchanged. The history of bargaining and litigation related to the ooduty dayo' article is importrant. The
concept is that certain routine daily functions of firefighters are to be performed only during a
conventional eight-hour day, and that the frefighters are to be ready and waiting in the event an
emergency arises during the balance of their 24-hour shift. The Union did not propose to change this
language initially. But the City proposed to delete important aspects of ito claiming that it was a
permissive subject of bargaining. The significance of the deletion was that the administration of the
department could, at its discretion, schedule routine duties at any time of the evening or night.

The Union disagreed with the City, but concluded that there was a risk in litigation that the
WERC's Commissioner might distinguish precedent favorable to the Union's position and rule that it is
permissive. Because the "duty day" concept commonly embodied in firefighter contacts, standard
operating procedures or past practices throughout the State, any adverse decision would affect many other
firefighter unions. So, the Union elected to pursue a less risky compromise, well-worn in Wisconsin's
public sector labor law, it proposed to substifute 'oimpacf' language for "decision" language. In short,
where the prior contract language prohibited outright the performance of "training and other regular
dutieso' outside of the duty day. The Urtion proposed to amend the contract in management's favor,
expressly permitting management to assign employees such duties outside the "duty day," provided only
that the City would compensate employees with a half-time premium when it elected to do so. Important
to this case, and a refutation of the City's ill-conceived argument that the Union had engaged in
ambiguity that its members could drive a $90,000 truck, the Union's proposal does not change a word of
the cunent defir-tition of "training and other regular duties." Just as important, there is a long-standing,
continuous past practice known to both parties as to what duties were, and were not, prohibited outside
the regular duty day.

The Union has not proposed a fundamental change to the existing contract. As a resulg flre
criteria used to test a party's proposal for a new benefit should not be applied. Needless to say, the Union
was disappointed that the City would take a broadside Declaratory Ruling attack on the contract, much
less persist in the attack losing on every issue it pursued. It simply could not afford to leave language in
the contact that the City had already challenged as a permissive subject of bargaining.

The City's proposed change to the promotional process, must meet all four criteria to support the
reform of a language provision such as this. It meets none of them. Like the issue related to the duty day,
the Union would have proposed the continuation of the current promotional procedure, but the City
challenged the right to bargain the cunent language. In response to the City's claim that it is merely
proposing a procedure in which seniority may be a consideration, the Union retorts that it may not be.
Specifically, the City propos€s to delete the sentence in the contract that reads: o'The senior qualified
oandidate shall be promoted."

Like the Union's re$ponse to the duty day issue, it is in the image of the current language, "most
senior qualified," where the Chief determines the qualifications, within reason. Again, the Union
preserves the essence of the cuffent contect provision. It does not materially alter the status quo.

The Cify proclaims that it is the parly bringing dramatic, progressive change to the contract. To
paraphrase counsel's opening statement young employees will no longer have to wait until they are the
most senior to be promoted (they do not now). Only under the City's proposed language would
firefighters be promoted based on skills and interviews. (The City attacked as permissive the current
contract language requiring written tests, oral interviews and the Chief s assessment of "ability and past
performance.") The City argued that the Union's insistence on preserving the status quo is o'archaic.o'

The Union preserves the status quo and the City is the parly proposing a new policy. Considering the
arbitral criteria to test a new approach to long-standing oontract language, where is its proof of need? It
does not offer any proof, other than the unproven and likely unprovable argument that only the most
senior employees can be promoted. Where is the narrow tailoring to accomplish only the remedy to that
unproven need? It has not shown a comparable to support its progressive step into the future. There is
nothing anywhere in its final offer that is close to a quid pro quo for this change, or any other.
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In order to resolve the dispute, the Union adopted a proposal that aligned with the past provision
and was clearly a mandatory subject of bargaining. The City's proposal is a radical departure from the
past, essentially providing the Chief with unlimited discretion to promote. Chief Blaser admitted in his
testimony that under the City's proposal there is no contract language that would allow an unsuccessful
candidate to grieve the Chiefs exercise of discretion. The City has not identified a problem with the use
of seniority as the deciding factor among employees who meet the Chief s qualifications to perform the
duties of the vacant position.

The City proposes to diminish the continuing education benefit Article 24, Section 1, provided
by the contract but fails to meet any of the criteria necessary to support a proposal to eliminate a benefit.
In this case, we see another rising abuse of the collective bargaining process. The City unilaterally adopts
a policy or work rules applicable to ib non-union employees and then comes to the collective bargaining
table and informs the Union that it must agree to that policy lock, stock and banel. Firefighters did not
elect the general employees of the City to be their collective bargaining agent.

One ofthe purposes of the decisional criteria is to preserve meaningful collective bargaining over
such matters as the educational benefits to be provided by the employer. So, the City must show a need
to support its proposed deletion of nearly five detailed paragraphs of benefits to employees. If it does so,

it must show how its proposed change meets that need, and only that need. It must show that its proposed

revision enjoys comparable support and that it offers the Union a quid pro quo for the change. The Union
is not arguing that the City cannot meet all of these criteria relative to this specific issue, but the record is
devoid of evidence that it has tried to meet each of them, making collective bargaining on this issue

irnpossible.
There are also drafting issues associated with the remainder of the language left in the contract.

In sum, the Union's chief negotiator's frustration was palpable on re-direct and re-cross, a casualty of the
Crty's proposal and its depiction of this being a relatively minor matter.

The Union repeats every one of its arguments relative to the "educational benefif issue in
response to the CrW's proposal to gut the contract's "Light Duty' and "Light DUU - Non-duty related"
provisions of the contract; the "Physical Examination" provisions, and the "Linen and Laundering"
provisions.

With respect to the external comparables, as the City's own exhibit reflects, the bargaining units
it wishes to add are all about 134 miles distant, like Wausau. The breadbasket of goods purchased by
Manitowoc's Fire Deparfrnent come from the Northeast Wisconsin markets, those on the lakeshore and in
the Fox River Valley, not the Wisconsin River Valley. The labor talent is often trained in the Technical
Colleges nearest the Fire Department and not Midstate Tech. More frequently, new talent begins first in
paid-on-call or volunteer positions in the very small rural oommunities within 50 miles of their
subsequent full-time departments.

Union exhibits lay out the basis for the Union's assertion that the City agreed in negotiations to
those identified by Lieutenant Johnsrud. Additionally, Johnsrud testified specifically that then oounsel for
the City, Attorney Mark Olson, reviewed the list of comparables during a joint bargaining session on
August 21't and that he checked offthe list of the units that Attorney Olson agreed were comparable.
Subsequent to that negotiating session, Johnsrud, relying on the agreement reached at the meeting,
notified the IAFF Research unit of the contracts that would need to be analyzed for the hearing, this
occurred in 2018 and again lrr^2020 as the analysis had to be updated due to the long delay.

First, none of the four additional communities the City offers as external comparables have a two-
tier pay structure. Second, as the City seeks to continue the Group B schedule in perpetuity and thereby
eliminate through athition all Group A wages the only meaningful wage comparison is of the Group B
schedule and the wage schedules in the external comparable communities' collective bargaining
agreements. Under the City's proposal, a Manitowoo Group B Firefighter's pay continues to significantly
lag behind even in those comparable communities the City's offers in support of its position.

Disparities in Emergency Medical Services (EMS) pay premiums makes an apples-to-apples
comparison diffrcult when analyzing the Crty's chosen four communities. Both West Bend and Wausau
receive a paramedic premium calsulated on percentage of base pay. In West Bend, paramedics receive an
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additional five percent of their base pay as compensation. In Wausauo paramedics receive an additional
six percent of their base pay as compensation; paramedics who have been licensed greater than five years
reoeive an additional seven percent of their base pay; and, any paramedic who maintains a Critical Care
Paramedic License receives an additional one percent on top of paramedic compensation.

Both, Stevens Point and Wisconsin Rapids rolled EMS pay incentives into their base pay
structures at some point. However, Wisconsin Rapids pays each paramedic a $20 daily premium for
ambulance duties along with a stipend for Critical Care licensure and additional pay for each mile
traveled when performing inter-facility transfers oflduty.

Based on the evidence admitted into this record the testimony of the witnesses at the hearing and
the argument, the Union respectfully requests thatthe Arbitrator find, upon application of $11I.77 (6),
Wis. Stats., the final offer of the Union is the more appropriate of the two, and order its terms to be

incorporated into the 2019-202I collective bargaining agreement between the Union and the City of
Manitowoc. The Union cites arbitral authority in support of their position.

REPLY BY THE CITY TO THE UNION'S POSITION

This case is about more than the money. This case is about: organizational culture grounded in
innovation, fiscal efficiency, and maintaining predictable and sustainable budgeting practices;
professional development through contemporary concepts rather than stifling development by retaining
antiquated approaches; normalizing common benefits available to all City employees and avoiding
divergence in benefits available to City employees; about helping the City continue its City-wide efforts
at controlling and eradicating overtime, not needlessly enhancing overtime opportunities for work
performed during one's shift; and offering a significant and meaningful wage adjustment to employees
that respects the means of the City and embraces the City's continued fiscally responsible budgeting
culture and approach to reducing and eliminating overtime. Each of these objectives is well supported
through the City's Offer.

The Union asserts that it provides a quid pro quo for their proposed substantial deviation from the
long-standing dual wage schedules. As the Union's brief notes, arbihators have historically held that,
when a parly is seeking to change the status quo, the burden is on that parly to establish: (l) there is a
compelling need for change; (2), that its proposal will, in fact, remedy, the problem addressed; and (3),
that it has offered a sufficient enough quid pro quo in exchange for the new benefit. Further, arbitrators
have noted that with status quo changes the proposal in question must address the need in as limited a
manner as possible. Despite the Union's claims, the Union's proposal to transform the wage schedules
does not satisfr these required elements and is by no means limited in nature.

The Union casts its decimation of the parties' two-tier wage schedule-which the parties

voluntarily and mutually bargained into the contract l0 years ago-as a quid pro quo due to the pay
freezes implemented to steps A-E for 2019 and steps B-E for 2020 and the pay decreases applied to steps

B-E for 2021. However, the Union's contention is undercut by various data points the Union
conveniently ignores, as well as the Union's attempt to attack the City's oosting of the partieso wage
proposals.

The Union points to three isolated instances of cost savings to the City as the quid pro quo while
simultaneously arguing its wage proposal costs more than the Crty's during the life of the contract.
Flowever, a proposal that costs more than the other parly's proposal does not constitute a quid pro quo
merely because it could have cost more but did not. But this is what the Union argues and, in doing so,

the Union is effectively saying: we could have taken more from the City, but we did not, so be grateful

and consider it a quid pro quo. But this ignores the daunting fact that the Union's proposal contains an
explosion of perpetuating costs by 2025 when compared to the City's proposal, even further
dernonshating the lack of a quid pro quo within the Union's proposal.

The data shows thato under the Union's proposal, roughly 20 members of the bargaining unit
would be immediately shifted to a wage schedule that provides a top-step firefightet/paramedic wage
approximately $5,700 more than what a top step firefighter/paramedic would receive on Schedule B
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under the City's proposal. Further, the data shows this shift would move those 20 bargaining unit
members to a wage schedule that pays top step firefighters/paramedics approximately $4,000 to $8,500
(nore per year than all of the parties' mutually identified external comparables, with the exception of Fond

du Lac. It cannot seriously be concluded that the Union's wage proposal, which results in a monumental

shift of the top wage rate currently available to 20 bargaining unit members and which so drastically
escalates the earning capaclty of them and all future bargaining unit members above the earning capaclty

of the parties' mutual external comparables, is a quid pro quo in any sense of the term.
Throughout the Union's brief, it repeatedly complains that the City suffers from morale and

retention issues in the Fire Department and that Schedule B bargaining unit members have lower morale

because they are paid less than their fellow Schedule A bargaining unit members for doing the same

work. Acoording to the Union, it is this morale and turnover that serves, in part, the o'need for a
compelling change" supporting implementation of its one-tier wage schedule. Even if one accepts the

I-Jnion's contention that this "olaimed needo' exists, the City's proposal is more effective than the Union's
in addressing any morale, recruitment, and turnover issues, and the City's proposal achieves this outcome

in a careful and limited fashion than the Union's proposal.

Specifically, the City's proposal maintains the status quo of Schedules A and B while

compressing the present wage gap within the bargaining unit by providing a greater total wage increase to

worlers on Schedule B and to newer employees on lower steps due to the flat-payment nature of the

Clty's wage proposal and paramedic premium. To the contrary, the Union's proposal decimates the status

quo, and creates a new schedule that needlessly reduces the starting and lowest tier wage rates while

increasing the wage gap between the top and bottom earners within the bargaining unit. The Union Offer
also provides a lesser wage increase to lower-tiered eamers due to the Union's percentage-based proposal

and wage schedule restructuring. The obvious greed exercised by the Union in creating its one-tier wage

schedule to preserve and enhance the top wage rates at the expense of all else precludes the Union's
proposal from addressing the claimed'oneedoo from poor morale and retention. Making the City a less

attractive employer for new hires is not a consequence the City should bear from the Union's Offer.
Based on the Union's argument that morale and retention issues are due to the two-tier wage

schedule, it would be expected that the Union's wage schedule would bring the two schedules into

harmony by compressing the top steps of Schedule A toward B and raising the lower steps on Schedule B.

Ilowever, the Union's one tier wage schedule actually sreates a gxeater disparity between the "haveso' and

the o'have nots."
If the Union's one-tier wage schedule is implemented, starting firefighter/paramedics would

receive anywhere from $1,300 to $1,900 less per year than starting fnefighter/paramedics under the City's
proposal. The structure ofthe Union's wage proposal completely undermines the Union's contention that

the need for its one-tier wage sohedule is to address morale and retention, because the Union's wage

sehedule provides a lower starting wage rate to future applicants while simultaneously creating an even

larger pay disparity than what would exist under the City's wage proposal. For exampleo in 2019, there

would be a$21,240 pay gap between the bottom of the City's B Schedule and the top of the City's A
Schedule, but there would be a $21,394 pay gap between the bottom and top steps of the Union's one-tier

schedule (i,e., there is a $154 greater wage gap under the Union's one-tier schedule in 2019). What is

more, this discrepancy gets worse as the years go on.

Comparing the yearly total base wage increases awarded to new hires and top earners under each

parly's proposal further undercuts the Union's claim that its one-tier wage schedule is designed to address

morale and retention. Specifically, under the City's proposal a brand-new firefighter/paramedic hired on

January I,2019 would receive 21.30o/o base wage increase over the life of the 2019-21contrac! inclusive

of step progressions (i.e., a \Vo, tl,l8yo, and l0.l2o/o base wage increase for 2019, 2020, and 2021,

respeotively). But under the Union's proposal, that same brand-new firefighter/paramedic hired on

January I,20lg, would receive only a 13,48% base wage increase over the life of the contract, inclusive

of step progressions (i.e., a 0o/o, 8.93Vo, and 4.55o/o base wage increase for 2019, 2020, 2021,

respectively). Likewise, under the City's proposal a firefighter/paramedic on the top step of Schedule A
would receive a 5.13o/o base wage increase over the life of the confiact (i.e., a l.74yo, l.7lo/o, and 1'.68%
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base wage increase for 2019 through 2021, respectively), and a frefighter/paramedio on the top step of
the Union's one-tier wage schedule would teceive a base wage increase of 4.50% base wage increase over

thelifeofthecontract(i.e.,aL.00yo,l.75yo,and1..75%basewageincreasefor2019through202I). ln
sum, these numbers establish the City's proposal provides 7J9% more in total base wage increases to the

lowest earners than the Union's proposal (i.e., (21.30% - 5.13%) - (13.48% - 4.50%) = 7.l9Vo).

ImporAntly, this disparity becomes even greater when one factors in the parties' respective paramedic

premium proposals due to the flat-nature of the Crty's proposal and the gteater impact the flat-fee
premium has on the bargaining unit's lower eamers. This significant disparity within the Union's Offer
could affect recruitment and retention, especially when considering the City's Offer still provides a

vigorous and competitive wage adjustnent for top-step employees'
If the Union were really concemed about morale and retention, then the Union would not have

pushed the starting rate so low as to reduce the City's standing under the Union's proposed extemal

comparables. A comparison of the parties' wage proposals against the parties' mutual external

comparables-Fond du Lac, Kaukauna, Sheboygan, and Two Rivers-yields the same conclusion:

Instead of continuing to be one of the most athactive and competitive starting wage rates under

the City's proposal and continuation of Schedule B, the Union proposal needlessly reduces the City's
standing against these four communities which, the parties mutual agree, should be external comparables.

Thus, no matter which comparables are used, it is unquestionable the City's wage proposal not only
provides a larger pay increase to the bargaining units' lowest earnets than the Union's proposal, but the

Crty's wage proposal also provides for the more aompetitive starting wage rate than the Union's proposal

and preserves the City's standing in the pack rather than reducing the City to the bottom half of starting

rates for no good reason.
When one considers the parties' respective paramedic premium proposals, the City's proposal

once again out-performs the Union's proposal with respect to benefiting the lowest earners in the

bargaining unit and aiding the City in recruitment and retention of those firefighters. The City proposal

prwides a flat payment of $5,000 per year under the City's proposal (an increase from $4340 for
Schedule B earners in 2018) versus the Union's proposal to index paramedic pay on new Step H resulting

in $4,870 per year in 2019 (which is still a jump from $4340 under the status quo Step E at the end of
201S). The Union repeatedly claims the City's flat paramedic premium constitutes a change to the status

quo without establishing a "compelling need" to support that change. The Union's argument is self-
defeating and ignores the importance of the CrU's objectives with paramedic pay. First, the Union's own
proposal constitutes a change to the status quo. The Union escalates the paramedic premium from seven-

percent of step E on the parties' current two-tier wage schedule to seven-percent of the new Step H on the

Union's new wage scale. While it is tnre the Union's proposal maintains a seven-percent paramedic

premium pay, it indexes the premium to an entirely new, higher wage step that does not presently exist

and which will only be created if another status quo of the parties is upended. Such drastic adjustments to

the parties' contract cannot be considered maintaining the status quo. Second, both at hearing and within
its briet the City repeatedly stated its proposal is designed to make the City an attractive place to work
and to provide the City with predictable and stable costs moving forward. The City's flat paramedic

prcmium achieves both of these goals. Thir4 while the Union olaims the need to provide lower-paid

bargaining unit members with a gteater pay increase only exists due to the parties' two-tier schedule, this

argument ignores the reality of the proposals. Total starting wages, including paramedic pay, under the

City's proposal are higher than the total starting wages under the Union's proposal. Fourth, the Union's
proposal on Paramedic pay also contains another flaw. The Union proposal reflects "having your cake

and eating it too,'o because the Union wants to not only move all employees to be eligible for the higher

top wage step, the Uniorr also wants a $600 bump in paramedic premium pay for all employees by

indexing paramedic pay on the new Step H. In sum, the Union's arguments regarding the City deviating

so far from the status quo on paramedic premium pay should not be given any serious weight. The City
proposal reflects an amount that is more than 7o/o of pay for most employees and is well within the

ballpark of the paramedic premium amounts offered by the external comparables.
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In being too covetous to secure a significant, new top-wage rate for current Schedule B
bargaining unit members, the Union neglected the less senior members of its bargaining unit and future
new hires. This error is fatal to the Unionos claim that its wage schedule seeks to address morale and
retention issues for two other reasons. First, the Unionos one-tier wage schedule ignores the obvious
premise that new hires will only come to the City if they are offered a competitive wage. The City's offer
provides for such a good competitive starting wage; the Union's offer does not. Second, despite

bemoaning morale is low because employees are being paid unequally for doing the same work, the
(Jnionos wage proposal expands the pay disparity within the bargaining unit by freezing steps rather than
growing those rates to encourage retention like the City proposal. The Crty's proposal on the other hand

shrinks the pay disparity and is more beneficial to those moving through the steps A-E on Schedule B.
The City's proposal shrinks the disparity immediately through a more competitive wage structure and

ends the disparity over time through the eventual self-evaporation of Schedule A and preservation of
Schedule B as the lone schedule. It is therefore evident the City's proposal is more effective than the
IJnion's in addressing any existing but also future morale, recruitment, and turnover issues.

Furthennore, the City's proposal addresses the claimed "needo' in a tailored and more limited
fashion than the drastic wholesale changes of the Union's proposal. This can be seen by comparing long-
term costs of the Union's and City's respective wage proposals for a firefighter/paramedic hired on

January 1,2019, during the years 2025-4A28 (i.e., the years in which a firefighter/paramedic is climbing
the top of the wage schedule).

A firefighter/paramedic hired on January l,z}lg,would receive $19,364 more in the back-half of
their career under the Union's proposal than under the Cify's proposal ($301,780 less $282,416 equals

$19,364). Importantly, this cost is significantly underrepresented, as it is the cost for one employee out of
a fifty-one-member bargaining unit (at least half of which would be at the top step of the Union's wage

schedule), and this cost does not include the $5,729 cost difference between the parties' proposals that
perpetuates year-over-year once a firefighter/paramedic reaches the top step of the parties' respective

wage proposals (i.e., $76,333 (the Union's top step) less $70,604 (the Crty's top step) equals $5,729).
While the Union claims its wage schedule distributes implementation costs over time, the aforementioned
data unequivocally shows that the Union's implementation costs are felt both immediately and long-term

due to the Union's decision to elongate, instead of compressing together, Schedules A and B. This data

also shows the Union's one-tier wage schedule does not address the claimed need. Instead it makes the
pay disparity within the bargaining unit worse. And what's more, the Union approached the claimed need

in much too broad of a fashion, as its proposal unnecessarily decimates the parties' voluntarily and

rnutually bargained status quo while imposing an unavoidable and perpetuating explosion of costs on the

Cityby 2025.
The above-costing of a new fnefighter/paramedic hired under either parties' proposal during

2025-2028 also undercuts the hypothetical in the Union's Brief, wherein the Union contends that the

City's long-term costing fails to account for costing savings of a top-step Sohedule B
firefighter/paramedic promoted to lieutenant under the Union's wage schedule. The Union's hypothetical

flails to recognize a top-step frefighter/paramedic promoted to lieutenant would not automatically be

replaced by a new hire. Instead, a vacancy created in the Lieutenant ranks might be filled by a lateral hire
of equal experience, If this were to occur under the Union's proposal, the City would be required to pay

that lateral hire approximately $5,700 per year more than if that same lateral hire were brought in under

the City's proposal. Despite the Union's attempt to porhay it otherwise, this increase of oosts under the

Llnion's proposal represents an increase of$5,700 in operational costs. Further, these added operational

costs would be incurred for every frefighter/paramedic at the top step of the Union's wage schedule, and

they reoccur year-after-year. Thus, even if the Union's hypothetical occurs more often than not, any

savings experienced by the City would still be subsumed by the higher wages paid to toP.step

fi refi ghter/paramedics.
Throughout the Union's brief, it also attacks the City's costing of the Union's wage proposal,

claiming Finance Director Corbeille made "no effort." As an initial matter, it is unreasonable to expect

Finance Director Corbeille to prediot with precision when each and every retirement will occur and the
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experience level of the employee that retiree will be replaced with. Further, as is the case in every interest

arbitration, it is much easier for each party to cost their own proposal than it is to cost the other parly's
proposal. This is simply a matter of fact given each party knows the intent behind their proposal and has

acoess to all necessary data. Each party could spend eternity attacking the other's costing methods, but at
the end of the day, all that matters is what the result of each parly's proposal would be.

In this regard, it is abundantly clear that, despite the Union's claims of low morale and poor
recruitment and retention, the Union's wage scale fails to address this claimed "need." Instead, the

IJnion's wage scale makes these issues permanently worse, as the Union's proposal provides for lower
starting pay than the City's proposal and it elongates the wage scale keeping those newer employees at

the lower end of the pay steps. This issue only grows worse as the years pass under the Union's proposal.

On the contrary, the City's proposal is both consistent with the stafus quo and provides a self-resolving

solution to the Union's claimed issues because it continues to keep bargaining unit wages steady under

Schedule B and competitive among both internal and external comparables, it eliminates the pay disparity
between Schedules A and B due to the self-evaporating nature of Schedule A, and it provides a more

competitive starting wage than the Union's proposal. Importantly, the City's proposal achieves all of
these outcomes while providing the City with predictable and stable short-term and long-term operational

costs. Simply put, over the next decade as Schedule A likely grows closer to its end, the City's proposal

will have resolved the Union's claimed otreed" for a change while simultaneously protecting the financial
stability interests of the City and its taxpayers, whereas the Union's proposal will have worsened its

claimed ooneed" for a change and subjected the City and its taxpayers to an explosion in operating costs.

The Union appears to cite two needs for achange as supporting the replacement of the parties'

decade-old, voluntarily bargained two-tier wage schedule (designed to phase out Schedule A over time)
with the Unionos new one-tier wage schedule. The Union cites to morale and turnover within the Fire

Department, as well as claiming the Union offer receives support from external comparables. The Union
cited turnover numbers between 2010 and present and attempted to add context to those numbers by
citing to the testimony of a cunent Schedule B fnefighter/paramedic and two former Schedule B
firefighter/paramedics who ffansferred to Green Bay Metro. For a variety of reasons, the Union's attempt

to establish a compelling need in this area has fallen significantly short.

As an initial matter, as thoroughly established above, it is unquestionable the City's proposal does

more to shrink the current pay gap between the lowest and highest paid members of the bargaining unit
and provides a more competitive starting wage rate than the Union's proposal. Further, the issue is self-

resolving under the City's proposal and the status quo, as it will evaporate once the last Schedule A
employee ends employment. These self-executing outcomes under the City's proposal, which result from
maintaining the status quo, sharply cut against the Union's argumont that a compelling need exists to so

drastically change the status quo.
Additionally, the Union's repeated attempt to hold Green Bay Metro out as a comparable for

purposes of establishing a morale and retention issue is absurd. A basic comparison of Manitowoc's and

Green Bay's fire department budgets, total number of employees, different seruice levels, populations,

and economic and socioeconomic data makes it abundantly clear Manitowoc and Green Bay are nothing
alike. Simply because employees chose to go from one employer to another does not render that

employer a oomparable or one that Manitowoc must be like. This is particularly true when one considers

the Union was only able to put forth three witnesses who are unhappy with the Crty's two'tier wage

schedule despite asserting all 21 employees who left between 2010 and present were disgruntled and left
because of Schedules A and B. Further, it is not as if employees are flocking to Sheboygan, Two Rivers,

Fond Du Lac or Kaukauna--communities both parties agree are comparables. The Union's attempt to
conflate a few employees leaving for another, wholly non-comparable fire deparhnent as proof positive of
a compelling need to upend the parties' decade-old status quo is nonsensical.

Similarly, the Union's claim that the lack of support among external comparables with regard to
the parties' two-tier wage system represents a compelling "need," should be given little weight. The City
and Union voluntarily bargained Schedules A and B into existence a decade ago when the City was on the

verge of being financially bankrupt. The City was at that time faced with the prospect of drastically
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adjusting future fuefighter wages or implementing substantial layoffs. Just as Two Rivers found oorough

justiceo'with its bargaining unit when it implemented a two-tiered wage schedule providing a four-percent
higher wage to firefighters hired without the option of retiree health insurance, the City of Manitowoc and

this Union found their "rough justice'o in 2010 when they voluntarily bargained Schedules A and B into
the contract. The City reoeived a reduction in future top wages and, in exchange, the parties received
gteater certainty of future staffing levels and avoided other cost reductions and at the same time the Union
received significant percentage wage increases all of those years. The unique circumstance faced by the
parties in 2010 resulted in this contractual wage stnrcture unique to these parties. Since 2010, the parties

have bargained for additional contracts with Schedules A and B present in each contract. Simply because

the Union may now regret the oorough justice" the parties found in 2010 (and have voluntarily continued
for the benefit of the majority of their members for a decade) does not provide a compelling ooneed" to
change the parties' status quo through unilateral implementation of a broken new wage schedule through
an interest arbitration decision.

The Union further alleges the bargaining history supports their claim and that the City is barred

by equitable estoppel, without any authority for such an assertion, from claiming the Union must offer a

quid pro quo for the Union's proposed Wage Schedule change. The Union's argument misses the point

and fails to embrace the rough justice the parties found in 2010 and through subsequent voluntary
settlements thereafter. When the Union and City negotiated the 2010-2012 collective bargaining

agreement, both sides knew that a top-level fuefighter or a lieutenant under Schedule B would make less

per year than a Schedule A employee. They agreed in 2010 that a Step E firefighter under Schedule B
should earn $371 less per month in 2010 ($4709 per month under Schedule A versus $4238 per month

under Schedule B), $485 less in 20ll,and $500 less by 2012. That20l01012 agreement also resulted in
the Union receiving more than 9% n wage increases for Schedule A fnefighters over those three years,

even though the City faced significant financial turmoil. The parties then voluntarily agreed to continue

that disparity in Step E top rates between Schedule A and B for 2013 and 2014 when they agreed to
apportion a percentage wage adjustrnent to both wage schedules, which actually pushed the top rates in
Schedule A and B further apart. That 20131014 agreement also resulted in the Union receiving more

than 4o/o in wage increases. If the Union was upset the City did not uphold their prior deal, then the Union
should not have agreed to that significant wage increase. And once again for 2015 through 2018' the City
and Union agreed again that Sohedule A and B should continue for the next four years. That 201$-2018
agreement resulted in the Union reoeiving more than 9Yo in wage increases over those four years. As part

of each of those three voluntary settlements, the Union voluntarily agreed to receive substantial wage

adjustments each year and they waived their interest in claiming unfairness by not pushing their issues in
ttrose negotiations. Yet the Union has the nerve to argue that the City should be equitably estopped from
claiming a quid pro quo is needed to end the continuation of Schedule A and B. Such an unsupported

argument by the Union begs the following question: should the Union first return to the City the wage

adjustments and other benefits they received as part of those three contract settlements? The inationality
of the Unionos argument is exactly why arbitrators do not re-litigate past voluntary settlements of the

parties and why the City argued as such in its Initial post-hearing Brief.
The voluntary agreements reached between these parties matter. The Union inoorrectly asserts

that a Schedule B firefighter who remains "at a rank for a career can suffer a $150,000 loss of income"

and that somehow this is the City's fault. That argument is misleading. Both parties agreed in 2010

through the creation of Sohedules A and B that the firefighters placed on Schedule B would not earn that

income-they never agreed an employee would lose income. The Union and City agreed in 2010 what
the starting point for Schedule B firefighters would be going forward and with the intention that all new

hires would move forward on Schedule B and would not be entitled to any compensation from Schedule

A. Now, the Union attempts to porhay this as a "loss," even when it was never considered earned by

their own agreement. Even so, if the Union wants to play that game of suggesting the fnefighters
incurred a "loss" and must now recoup that loss, then the Union must accept the City's forecasting of the

dire consequences of the Union's Offer to end Schedule B. That 'oloss" which they seek to recoup for
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Schedule B firefighters will cost the City dearly in the future. That dire outcome by 2025 was never
intended by the parties when they created Schedules A and B a decade ago.

The bargaining history of this current round of negotiations for this 2019-2021 agreement clearly
shows that the Union and City could not come up with a way to address Schedule A and B with a single
wage schedule in this most-recent round of negotiations. They tried, and the City should not be penalized
for trying to work with the Union. Nor should the City be penalized by having a new flawed wage
schedule forced upon them. Rather than force the parties to deal with the consequenoes of the Union's
proposed single flawed wage schedule in the next rounds of negotiations, the parties can continue the
status quo structure and try again.

The Union addresses the other language proposals of the parties. A few important considerations
are worth noting. First, even though the Union proposes new external comparables, the Union puts forth
no support from those external comparables for its language proposals. Secondo the Union ignores all
other City internal groups, including the police and transit unions. There is good reason because neither
internal nor external comparables provide meaningful support for the Union's positions on these language

issues. Likewise, the Union has shown no quid pro quo for the Union's overtime proposal to modiff
Article 4, Section 1.C.

Before addressing the Union's arguments, it is important to reassert the importance of
commonality of an employeros standard benefits available to all employees. Arbihators give greater

deference to those common benefits that are standardized and provided to employees across the employer.
It is appropriate for employers to seek consistency and commonality of standard benefits across

the employer for both represented and non-represented employees. In the City of Manitowoc there are

rnore than 300 other full-time employees subject to the same light duty and education reimbursement
programs being offerod by the City to this Union. Arbitrators have recognized.that once a certain benefit
becomes the norm, the burden to demonstrate a compelling need in a quid pro quo is diminished.

Because all of the other employees of the Crty are covered by these similar benefits, the
firefighters should follow the pattem and practice set as the City's approach reflects an important,
common sense and practical goal. Such an approach favors internal comparability and the interests and
welfare of the public.

The Union offers no defense of the merits of the Union's overtime proposal to amend Article IV,
Section 1.C, to provide an overtime premium for work performed during the employee's normal shift but
outside the regular duty day. Instead, the Union attacks the process that lead them to proposing their
change to Article IV, Section 1. C., and ttris nonsensical obligation for the City to pay an overtime
premium to employees for performing their normal work at parades, football games, trainings, and other
activities outside of the duty day but still within the firefighter's normal shift. The City has a legal right
to pursue a declaratory ruling. The City has every right to not like the status quo, to view speoific
language as inefficient and intrusive of the policy-making authority of the City. That does not mean the
City did something wrong by challenging various parts of the contact through a declaratory ruling. It
also does not make the Union's proposed language justifiable. The City has articulated ample reasons

why the Union's proposed overtime change must fail, including re:uions showing the Union's proposal

has no support from any comparable, internal or external, and compromises the interests and welfare of
the public and the City's long-standing fiscal effrciency and City-wide approach to reduce and eliminate
overtime.

The need for a change to promotions is apparent. The current promotional system has not
produced any lieutenants except for those who are senior and on Schedule A. The cunent system

complicates those efforts and both sides agreed to change the current system by making proposals to
change Article 6. The Union claims the City has not shown any comparable support for its proposal. But
the City has presented such evidence and the evidence shows that both internal and external comparables

support the Chief not promoting the most-senior qualified employee like the Union proposal demands.

The Union asserts the City has not provided narrow tailoring. The Arbihator should examine the detailed
and reasoned promotional process prepared by Chief Blaser. Chief Blaser's thoughtful approach respects

the Mission, Vision, and Values of the Fire Department, sets forth expectations for the promotional
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process and for outcomes, and his process creates opportunity for all bargaining unit members, not just
the most senior who are qualified and apply. The Union claims this is radical. If it is, then so is the
promotional approach used by the Manitowoc Chief of Police and the extemal comparables who are not
bound to promote the most-senior qualified applicant and which clearly support the City's proposal.

The Union attacks the City for proposing changes to the education benefit and proposing to
utilize the City's tuition reimbursement program, accusing the City of adopting a policy for all City
employees and then attempting to force the Union to accept it while striking multiple paragraphs from the
contract. Such an assertion is contrary to the evidence presented at the hearing. What the City's proposal

does to Article 9, Section 6 is important. The Crty's proposal preserves the maximum $64.00 per month
tuition credit for frefighters while shiking archaic language in those paragraphs. The City then pursues

administrative efiiciency by having firefighters utilize the Tuition Reimbursement Policy for
determination of eligibilrty for tuition reimbursement just like all other City employees. As noted at the

hearing and in the City's Initial Brief, the firefighters (and the police officers and all other City
employees) already use this Tuition Reimbursement program and have for several years. The need for the

change is clear: the City is simply codifying what is already being done. Likewise, the City is working to
streamline administration of common benefits for all City employees. The proposal is also properly

tailored as it preserves the up to $64.00 per month credit fnefighters cunently receive and sets those

firefighters up to use the tuition reimbursement program that the City already uses for them. The C$'s
proposal has internal support since it is in line with the program for all other City employees, including
police and transit union employees.

The Union provides no direct arguments addressing the City's proposal to modify the light duty
program, the Union and City proposals to modify Article 24 involving physical exarninations, and the

Crty's laundry and linens proposed change. The City has provided significant evidence and argument as

to the need to change the light duty program, the support from internal and extemal comparability, and

the need for the other proposed changes and careful approach taken by the City. These proposed changes

by the Crty are important, both for administration of benefits and also for commonality of similar benefits
as to the administration of light duty. As the Union has not argued the merits of these proposals, the

Arbitrator should weigh the City's arguments favorably and select the City's Final Offer.
The Union asserts three ohallenges to the City's proposed external comparables: geographic

remoteness, the purported agreement reached at the bargaining table, and a suggestion for the Arbitrator
to withhold a decision on the comparables until "the time that they count.o' The Union's last argument

undermines their second argument and begs the question-if such an agreement as to comparables was

reached by the parties, then why disregard the comparables and suggest no comparables be decided by the

Arbitrator? And if that is the Union's position, then the Union's argument that low morale is causing

employees to flock to Green Bay Metro thus rendering Green Bay Metro as a comparable also must get

tossed to the wayside.
The Union claims the City purchases the "breadbasket of goods" from northeast Wisconsin.

flowever, the City does not purchase labor from northeast Wisconsin. Chief Blaser testified that he

stopped using the Fox Valley hiring consortium. The City found that purchasing labor through the Fox
Valley hiring consortium was a flawed approach; the City now uses NeoGov with an approach that is

specific and tailored to Manitowoc and focuses statewide rather than on the Fox Valley. Without
authority, the Union then claims "new talent begins first in paid-on-call or volunteer positions in the very
srnall rural communities within 50 miles of their subsequent full+ime departments." No evidence

supports that or suggests that is how the City recruits and hires. Even so, if the Union believes that Fond
Du Lac should be a comparable at 62 miles from Manitowoco then why not West Bend at 65 miles
(especially since West Bend quite closely resembles Manitowoc in population, geographic style as a
standalone commwrity, service levelo and other criteria). The City has provided ample authority
suggesting the City's proposed comparables are communities that closely resemble Manitowoc. The

Union has provided no authority suggesting that only close geographic proximity matters and is

dispositive of other considerations the issue of comparability. The City in its Post-Hearing Brief provided

authority to the confrary suggesting a broad view of geogfaphic proximity is appropriate for selection of
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comparables. That is also why the City considered other communities like Janesville and Beloit but
ultimately rejected those communities on other grounds.

The Union attempts to claim there was a deal struck. But the testimony of Lieutenant Johnsrud

shows no deal was struck. Johnsrud claims he was ohnder the impression" an agreement was reached.

But nothing suggests the City shared in that o'impression." Instead, the City's witnesses, including
Director Lillibridge (who prepared the Union exhibit) testified that no agreement was reached at that
meeting and that the City took no action in reliance of such an agxeement.

The Union suggests the Arbitrator oould punt and not address the inclusion of additional
communities as comparables. The Union then misoharacterizes the evidence by suggesting that Schedule

B firefighters "continue to significantly lag behind even in those comparable communities" proposed by
the CiU. But that is not the case. The City's proposal maintains its competitive position and ranking in
the middle of the pack in those communities for Firefighters in Schedule B. Further, Schedule A
firefighters remain at the top of the pack under the Crty's Offer. The City's Initial Brief analyzes this

information.
Of note is the Union's analysis that suggests an 'oapples-to-apples comparison [is] difficulf' for

Manitowoc to the communities of West Ben4 Wausau, Stevens Point, and Wisconsin Rapids because of
how the communities calculate EMS and paramedic premiums. That is not the case, as the City
calculated this data and presented the compensation structures for consideration by the Arbitrator. But the
LJnion's argument raises the following importrant consideration: communities who have employees

perform paramedicJevel duties and critical care paramedic level services recognize the difference in the
job responsibilities than communities that do not have employees performing these services like Appleton
and Neenah-Menasha. While the way these paramedic-certified employees are paid is more complicated

in each of these communities, the point is that these employees are paid more for doing different work.
That is exactly why the communities of Appleton and Neenah-Menasha are not comparables of
Manitowoc. Those employees do not perform paramedic-level duties and only perform basic emergency

medical rescue. The Union's point also supports the City's position of paying paramedics with a flat
lump sum, because as the Union notes in their analysis on pages 33-34, each communtty pays a different
premium level for paramedic pay. Manitowocos $5000.00 paramedic premium is well within the ballpark
of the premiums paid by these extemal comparables, but the sum is designed to provide a recruiting
advantage for the City.

CITY'S POSITION

Turning first to the appropriale external comparables, the City agrees with the Union that the two
primary comparables of Sheboygan and Two Rivers should continue to be applied here. With respect to

secondary comparables, the City believes they should be "standalone and self sustaining." The City
considered the level of fire and emergency services, budgets, population and percentage change in
population. The City submits that: Kaukana, Fond du Lac, West Bend, Stevens Point, Wausau, and

Wisconsin Rapids are appropriate secondary oomparables.
The Union did not conduct an economic and service-level analysis when it chose: Appleton, De

Pere, Fond du Lac, Green Bay Metro, Kaukana, Neenah-Menasha" and Oshkosh. However, the City
agrees that Fond du Lac and Kaukana axe appropriate secondary comparables.

One of the most important functions of a firefighter relates to the level of emergency medical

services provided for the community. Manitowoc's firefighters offer critical care paramedic level

services which are the highest achievable level of emergency medical services for Wisoonsin

municipalities. Every single community identified by the City as a secondary external comparable

provide paramedic services.
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The service area of the Department also matters. Green Bay Meho is entirely unlike Manitowoc
as Green Bay Metro is a meffo department nearly four times the size of Manitowoc Fire and Rescue that
s€rves both the City of Green Bay and the Village of Allouez.

The City's proposed secondary external comparables also have fire departments with operational
budgets more akin to Manitowocos fire department operational budget than the operational budgets of the
Ifnion's proposed secondary comparables. Each community identified by the City is close to the
operational department budget of the City's. On the contrary, many of the Union's comparables have

operational fire department budgets two to four times larger than Manitowoc's budget. Based on this data
point alone, there is no question the City's secondary comparables are far more like Manitowoc than the
IJnion's proposed secondary comparables.

The City's proposed secondary comparables are also more alike Manitowoc than the Union's
oomparables with respect to population and change in population. On the other hand, three of the Union's
comparables, Green Bay, Appleton, and Oshkosh, are much larger than Manitowoco respectively. Each
of these communities is anywhere from twice to three times the entire population size of Manitowoc.

The laok of comparability within the Union's pool of communities is drawn out even further
when you look to the change in population over the past decade. Shrinking population is reflective of the
community that Manitowoc is based on in their ability to raise revenues. Without growth, revenues risk
remain stagnant and thus require a comparison of Manitowoc to similar communities facing similar
growth challenges.

The median household income data gathered by the City also establishes the unreasonableness of
the Union's proposed comparables that inoludes DePere as a comparable. De Pere, Neenah and Appleton
are affluent communities with access to substantially greater resources and growth than Manitowoc and

with a completely different socioeconomic base. YeL unlike the Union's comparables, the CiE's
comparables do not include a major outlier. The City proposes communities with median household
incomes like Manitowoc. The mean of the median income of the City's proposed comparables is

$47,972. The City ranks in the middle at fifth out of nine ofthe City's proposed pool.
The 2019 equalized value data gathered by the City likewise demonsfrates the unreasonableness

of the Union's pool of oomparables when compared to the City's comparables. The Union's pool shows
gaping discrepancies in equalized value between the Union's selected external comparables.

Another important data point is the residential share of properly taxes, which is reflective of how
muoh of the tax burden is placed on residents. Here too, the CrB's proposed secondary external
comparables are more akin to the City than the Union's proposed external comparables. Because the

external comparables identified by Manitowoc share a more similar tax base and trajectory in negative
population growth than the external comparables identified by the Union, it is clear the City's extemal
comparables are more reasonable due to the similar financial hardships and challenges faced among them
as compared to the Unionos proposed comparables.

The final data point of consideration is geographic location. While Wausau (137 miles),
Wissonsin Rapids (122 miles)o and Stevens Point (110 miles) are firther away from Manitowoc than the
IJnion's furthest selected comparable of Fond du Lac (62 miles), there is more to a oommunityos
geographic location than just distance. One must also consider a community's surrounding communities
(i.e., is the community a stand-alone community, a bedroom community of a major metropolitan area, a

community that is one of many similar sized communities, or the major metropolitan community), as well
as where a community is situated within the State (i.e., is the communlty near a major expressway and in
between major metropolitan areas rather than part of or immediately next to major metropolitan areas).

These geographical characteristics cause the City's selected external comparables to have similar
economic makeups, similar fire deparfment service offerings, and similar fire department budgets to
Manitowoc.

The Union claims the parties agreed to a pool of secondary external comparables at an August 21,
2O18 bargaining session. The testimony presented about the creation of that document and the actions of
the City following that August 21't meeting show uncontested evidence that such an agreement as to
comparables was never reached. Director Lillibridge and Attorney McDaniel likewise provided
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unequivocal testimony that the parties never agreed on any secondary comparable communities. The City
would have promptly researched relevant economic data for those communities and obtained other
relevant information. It is abundantly clear the parties never reached an agteement as to secondary

extemal comparable communities, leaving the composition of the comparables to be decided by the

Arbitrator.
Unlike the City's comprehensive and thouglrtful analysis, it appears the Union relied solely on

geographic proximrty alone when identiffing its external comparables. While geographic proximity is

one factor ordinarily considered by arbitrators in selecting a pool of extemal comparables, arbitrators
focus on a multitude of factors when assessing comparability.

Unlike the large Fox Valley communities identified by the Union, the City's labor market is

broader than the Fox Valley. The City's labor market includes communities like West Bend and other
stand-alone communities in the east central half of Wisconsin due to the fact that Chief Blaser does not
seek his subordinates from the Fox Valley hiring consortium. Chief Blaser ended his use of the

consortium in 2015. He recruits through NeoGov which casts a wide net and allows targeted hiring
approaches favoring Manitowoc specifically. As such, economic indicators, population, service level
offferings, and fire department budgets must be considered in addition to the geographic proximity when
identiff ing external comparables.

All of the external comparable communities selected by the City provide the same paramedic

level of fne services, operate under more comparable deparfrnent budgets, have more comparable

population sizes, have more comparable median household incomes, have a more comparable downward
trend of population growth, and have more comparable equalized values. These staggering economico

socioeconomic, and financial differences between the City's and Union's selected external comparables

make it abundantly clear that the City's proposed pool of extemal comparables is much more akin to
Manitowoc than the Union's proposed pool of extemal comparables. This conclusion favoring the City's
proposed comparables is supported by a line of interest arbitration decisions.

The City's offer maintains the CiE's positioning within external comparables, and it provides

bargaining unit members with a wage increase that is more akin to the historical, annualized wage

inoreases provided to City bargaining units during the lifetime of the parties' A and B Wage Schedules.

On the contrary, the Union's offer, although lesser in initial base wage increases, provides the bargaining

unit with substantial wage increases via step inoreases, which has the impact of sharply moving the City's
entire bargaining unit to the top of extemal comparables and providing the bargaining unit with a

significantly greater total wage increase than the historioal, annualized wage increases provided to City
bargaining units sinoe the inception of Schedules A and B.

In sum, the City's proposal is the only proposal that seeks to largely maintain the parties' status

quo and which is supported by the internal and extenral comparables.
Budgetary predictability and stability are critical for the City and best serve the interests and

welfare of the public while also preserving the City's ability to meet service level demands. When
considering the statutory fastors relevant to the parties' wage proposals, it is clear that the interests and

welfare of the public is the most important factor in light of the City's financial positioning. This is
because, although the City has reached a position of financial stability, this stability was only achieved as

of April 15,2020 when the City's bond rating was increased from A back to AA, and it remains in a state

of fragility for the foreseeable future. For management to maintain balanced operations moving fonvard,
it is critical that the City continue the approach adopted eight-years ago of maintaining a stable and

predictable budget so as to minimize long-term debt and maximize budgetary flexibility. This is the only
approach that has worked for the City and which will work moving forward, as the City has perpetually

faced, and continues to face, diminishing state aids and limited local revenue souroes. The City has

worked diligently over the past eight years to completely revamp the City's approach to finances, taking

the City from a high-debt position to a pay-as-you go structure. This is evidenced by the Crty's
unassigrred fund balance, which went from a dismal $16,981 in 2010 to $5,642,771 in 2019, as well as the

City's OPEB liability, which went from $2,917,06I in 2012 to $319,377. While these are significant
achievements, they could only be accomplished through continuous extreme fiscal discipline and
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creativity across all City departments due to the City's historically diminishing state aidso limited local
revenue sources, and capped expenditures.

Between 2009 to 2020, the Crty's overall state aids decreased $500,000 and it is unlikely these
aids will go up in the future due to political pressures at the State level and the impending impact of
COVID-l9 on the State's gas tax and income tax collections. To address these diminishing state aids, the
City has had to be continuously creative in locating additional sources of revenue. While that has

generated additional revenue for the City, the City does not have the ability to directly increase these

revenue sources beyond their present levels, nor has the City been able to identifr unexplored alternative
revenues sources. Further, the City's participation in the Expenditure Restraint Program requires the City
to limit yearly expenditure increases to CPI plus sixty percent of net new construction. Failure to maintain
expenditure increases within this threshold would result in the City losing $440,000 of annual revenue,

which would represent a siguificant blow to the City's budget. Thus, while the City is presently

financially stable, the City's financial positioning remains challenging due to limited aid and revenue

$ouroes and capped expenditures.
While the City's proposal would cost approximately $104,000 more than the Union's wage

proposal over the period of 2019-2021 ($445,119.84 for the City's proposal vs. $341,011.79), focusing
merely on the short-term costs of the parties' respective offers misses the true financial impact of each

proposal. This is established through the City's lO-year costing, which shows that between 2025 and
2028 the Union's proposal creates a budgetary hole of $580,930. While this number is stark, it under
represents the truly significant long-term cost impact of the Union's proposal, as the costing doesn't
include wage increases for years following 2021 and it is premised on the Department's entire rank of
firefighter being hired on January I,2019.

While the Union argues that the $580,930 budgetary hole created by its proposal is nearly offset
by the cost savings realized in 2019 through 2024,this is again a red hening. First, the number is under
represented. Second, it would be nonsensical to ignore an explosion of costs that permanently
perpetuates, which will only get worse as the parties negotiate future wage increases simply because there

was a one-time cost savings that might be realized by the City. Ignoring this cost explosion n 2025
would represent fiscal recklessness on behalf of the City and would jeopardize the City's newfound
financial stability, as the City would need to locate at least $580,000 in new revenue over a four-year
period just to maintain its present level of services and staffrng. Third, the expenditure restraint
limitations placed on the City through its partioipation in the State's Expenditure Restraint Program

would also present tremendous challenges if the budget exploded in such a manner. While the City could
navigate this, the consequences would almost surely be significant and might include budgetary cuts,
potential loss of the Expenditure Restraint Program funding, and the AA bond rating. Fourth, the money

rnust come from somewhere and there may be needless impact to other City services, improvements, and

staffing levels, potentially oontrary to community expectations for those important services and programs.

All of these consequences are plausible impacts to the Fire Department and other departments if the City
must fund the Union's proposal to provide additional, long-term pay to firefighters who are already some

of the highest paid City employees.
The City's wage proposal to preserve Schedule A and B avoids all of these negative economic

consequences. Although initially more expensive by a small matgin, the City's offer provides the City
with a predictable and stable set of costs, both within the term of the 20L9-202I contract and moving
forward. For all of these reasons, the City's proposal is the only proposal that seeks to protect the interests

and welfare of the public.
Another issue that must be considered are the ever-changing circumstances the City faces with

respeot to its 2021 and 2022 budgets following the onset of the COVID-l9 pandemic and its devastating

blow to the City's, County's, and State's collective economy. It is anticipated that a 5o/o to l0% decrease

in State shared revenues in202l and2022 due to COVID-19's negative impact on the State's collection
of other revenue sources, which may include State income and gas tax revenues. COVID-l9 has also

negatively impacted City revenue sources, as2020 year-to-date room tax revenue is down about $400,000
from 2019, and2020 year-to-date building permit revenue is down about $340,000 from 2019.
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In an effort to offset this significant reduction in revenue, on May t8,2020 the City implemented
a hiring freeze for all non-sworn positions in the City and for all non-essential positions that must be

filled through promotion or hiring, as well as a spending freeze that requires the approval of department
heads for any purchase. These freezes are to remain in place through 2020 and may be subject to
extension by the Common Council. The intent behind them is to allow the City to immediately save costs

and move those savings into the CiU's general fund for use in 2A2t and2022 x a backstop.

With respoct to the issue of internal comparability, the City's offer best reflects the pattern of
internal oomparable settlements. Fire Department Wage Schedules A and B have existed for employees

since August 1, 2009, negotiated for the 2010-2012 collective bargaining agreement. During that time,

the City and its fire, police and hansit unions have negotiated multiple settlements reflecting the existence

of Wage Schedules A and B. A City exhibit shows the pattern of settlements since 2009. Of note, aside

from years where the Police Union did not aglee to contribute to WRS in 2013 and 2Q14, the chart

reflects similarity in wage settlements, all while Schedules A and B were in place.

Here, the City's Offer reflects the continuation of that pattem by preserving Schedules A and B
and providing a wage adjustment of $1200 per year, which is similar to the annualized wage inmeases

provided to City bargaining units since the inception of Schedules A and B. While the Union's offer
initially appears consistent with the parties' internal comparable settlements because its year-over-year

base wage increases are less than the Cityos, the Union's proposal implements step increases that will
yield significant wage increases to employees on the bottom of the B schedule (and all new hires moving
forward) that are far outside the annualized average wage inoreases provided to intemal bargaining units

the past 10 years.
The City's exhibits underout the Union's contention that the City's proposal fails to close the pay

disparity between Schedule B and Schedule A employees, beoause it shows the City's proposal provides

employees on the bottom of Schedule B anywhere from a 2.29o/o to l0.l4o/o base wage increase and the

employees on Schedule A with only a .94o/o to 1.64% base wage increase. The tables also undercut the

narrative that both parties' wage proposals are supported by the historical, annualized wage increases

provided to City bargaining units over the past 10 years and clarifies that it is only the City's proposal that

is supported by the internal comparables. This is because, while the CW's proposal provides a higher
year-over-year base wage increase than the Union's proposal, the step increases under the Union's
proposal would provide employees on the bottom of the B Schedule a staggering 27.20o/o wage increase

between 2022-2028 via step progression, whereas the City's proposal would only provide an 8.65% wage

increase via step progression. Importantly, this result will occur even if the parties never agree to another

wage increase between now and 2028, which is highly unlikely. Thus, when one considers the full impact

of the parties' respective proposals, the City's proposal maintains relative comparability to the historical
pattern of internal wage settlements, whereas the Union's proposal far exceeds such internal settlements

and would result in significant upward movement within the City.
Such a drastic upward move :tmong internal comparables is unnecessary by the Union,

particularly absent a significant quid pro quo for the City. The reasoning is simple: the City-wide wage

table reflected in a City exhibit makes clear that the City's Fire Deparhnent employees are already among

the highest paid employees within the entire City. Of the City's 70 highest paid employees,32 of them

are Fire Department employees (not including the Fire Chief) while only 23 arc Police Department

employees (not including the Police Chief). This discrepancy will not change drastically one way or the

other under the City's wage proposal. The Crty's firefighters are paid quite well and thus any change that

makes them even more well-paid raises risk as to relations between the City and police union for a
bidding war to raise the police union's standing.

With respect to external comparability, the external comparables support the City's wage

proposal over the Union's wage proposal, as the City's offer maintains dre stability of Schedules A and B
within the rankings of external comparable communities over all three years of the 2019-2021 contract.

When comparing the parties' respective wage proposals to the external comparables, it is critical to
compare apples to apples. This requires an analysis of firefighter paramedic wages, particulady because
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Sheboygan, Two Rivers, and Stevens Point, like Manitowoc, do not hire firefighters without a paramedic

certification and, therefore, do not have firefighter only wage data.

The City's wage proposal keeps Manitowoc's Schedule A wages ranked first out of ten among

external comparable communities for each year of the 2019-2021 contract, and it likewise keeps the

Manitowoc Schedule B wages ranked fifth out of ten among external comparable communities for all
three years.

On the other hand, the Union's wage proposal would represent a significant shift among the

external comparables, because it immediately causes the entire bargaining unit to move to fust among all
of the extemal comparable communities. The Union's wage proposal immediately moves 20 or more
bargaining unit members presently on the Schedule B from fifttr in overall compensation to an

opportunity for being in first. This monumental swing in overall positioning among the external

comparables precludes the Union's wage proposal from being consistent with the City's external

comparables.
Manitowoc firefighters are paid well. They are by no means underpaid or near the bottom when

rnatched against the external comparables. The top rate Schedule B firefighter in Manitowoc still earns

considerably more than firefighters in Kaukauna, Two Rivers, Wisconsin Rapids, and Stevens Point.

There is no supportable catch-up argument that the Union can make to absolve them of showing the need

for a substantial quid pro quo. Schedule B firefighters axe in the middle of the pack at the start of the

contract term under the City Offer, and they remain there at the end of the contract tenn. But notably

absent from the Union is a true meaningful quid pro quo for the economic explosion they cause by 2025

and moving from fifth to first, or any meaningful proposal from the Union to help the City afford that
funpact.

The City's wage proposal keeps Schedule A wages in the top of the comparable pool with a
ranking of first in 2019 nd 2020 and second in 2020, and likewise keeps the Schedule B wages at their
historical ranking of ninth throughout the life of the 2019-2021 oontract. The Union's wage proposal

would shift the entire bargaining unit to the first or second among external comparables for the entirety of
tha 2019-2021 contract. While lieutenants on the B wage schedule under the City's proposal rank ninth,

this is misleading as total annual wages for lieutenants on the B wage schedule remain within $1,500 of
annual wages for lieutenants within half of the extemal comparable communities. These statistics

undeniably point to the City's proposal as being the only proposal consistent with the extemal

comparables, both as to overall wages and the Crty's historical positioning among extemal cnmparables.

Simply put, the City's proposal reflects stability and consistency and the Union's proposal reflects a
rnonumental shift without providing an adequate quid pro quo.

Turning to the parties' proposals for paramedic premium pay, the City proposes to move from
paramedic premium pay of seven percent of Firefighter Step-E monthly base pay to a flat $5,000 per year'

and the Union proposes to change paramedic premium pay from seven-percent of Firefighter Step-E

rnonthly base pay to seven-percent of Firefighter Step-H monthly base pay. The Union's proposal

r€presents a much larger shift in the status quo than what appears on the surface, because in addition to
moving the paramedic premium pay up multiple steps on the wage scale, the Union's proposal ties its
n€w pararnedic premium pay to a wage scale that would move approximately half the bargaining unit
from the middle of the external comparables to the top of the external comparables. The slgnificant
inorease in paramedic premium pay set forth by the Unionos proposal is not supported by the external

oomparables, as the City is presently ranked only second behind Fond du Lac among external

comparables for paramedic premium pay, and five out of the eight external oomparables either provide a

significantly lower paramedic premium than that proposed by the Union or only hire paramedic-licensed

applicants and, thus, do not identi$ a paramedic premium as it is included in their base pay.

Atthough the City proposes a flat paramedic premium of $5,000, the City's proposal effectively
rnaintains its positioning among the external comparables and overall compensation received by Ctty
firefighters. For example, a seven percent increase on the January l,20t9, starting firefighter wage under

the City's proposal would be $59,667, and a $5,000 increase on that same starting firefighter wage would
be $60,764. Although the City's proposal seeks to move to a flat-fee, the administration of paramedic
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premium pay among the comparables is too varied to support either a percentage base or flat-fee proposal,

as some communities provide percentages and some do not identiff any premium payment and simply
roll it into the wage schedule. Instead, focus should be paid to how much movement either parties'

proposal causes within the external comparables and, in that regard, it is evident the City's proposal is the

only one that represents stability within the rankings and a lesser change from the status quo while also

maintaining a competitive position for the City among external comparables.

We expect the Union will argue that external comparables do not support a two-tiered wage

schedule and thus they will try to use that assertion to suggest they need not offer a quid pro quo (or much

of one) for their proposed change. But such an assertion by the Union is flawed and is a decoy in that the

[Jnion's proposed change causes a significant disruption to predictability and an economic explosion by
2025. One must specifically see the tremendous movement within the rankings through the Union's
proposed change as beyond the pale of reasonableness. Further, the absence of any meaningful quid pro

quo from the Union for such change has bearing and must be considered.
We also expect the Union will rely on the testimony of prior City frefighters who lateraled to

Green Bay Metro Fire Department as a means of undercutting the parties' two-tiered wage schedule

system. Specificallyo the primary contention of prior City firefighters who left for Green Bay was they

wanted to seek higher wages than attainable under the City's two-tier wage system. As an initial matter,

the Union's testimony failed to acknowledge that these fnefighters were either employed by the City
when the two-tier wage scale was implemented and, thus, participated in the Union's approval of the two-

tier wage scale or they joined the City after the two-tier wage scale had already been implemented, thus,

voluntarily accepted employment under the two-tier wage scale.

First, the Union points to employees leaving for Green Bay. Green Bay has a lateral enty
program that allows them to poach firefighters from other communities. That makes them an attractive

lateral hiring entity. The Union does not point to other Deparftnents like Kaukauna, Two Rivers, Fond

Du Lac, or Sheboygan as places where Manitowoc firefighters are leaving to join. Second the Union's
reliance on this testimony as evidence that the two-tiered wage system is the basis for employees leaving

is fatally flawed due to absolute lack of comparability between Green Bay and Manitowoc. Firefighters

leaving a smaller community like Manitowoc to join a massive community like Green Bay that performs

different services is akin to firefightors leaving Beaver Dam to join the City of Madison Fire Department.

In the end, were the Union truly desirous of ending the two-tiered wage schedule system, then

that system should end thLrough voluntary oompromise yielding gfadual change, just as it was oreated and

n€gotiated to be kept in good faith for many years. The City has offered to negotiate modiffing the wage

schedules and did not hide from that at the hearing as the City openly testified to that approach during this

bargaining cycle. But the evidence is clear the City believed it was "finanoially unsustainable" to merge

the schedules in the way the Union desired without a quid pro quo from the Fire Union based on the

[Jnion's proposals, and the parties could not reach agreement during this round of negotiations.

Publio outreach, education, fraining, and risk prevention are essential for the safety and success of
a safe community. As part of a firefighteros normal 24-how shift, the firefighter receives straight time for
work at school events, football games, evening haining with neighboring Departments, parades, county

fiairs, and public education events. The very essence of the job of a firefighter is to perform these types of
responsibilities, as noted in the Firefighter/Paramedic Job Description.

One of the most significant and odd proposals from the Union is to amend Article 4, Section l(c),
Definition of Work Day, to require the City to pay firefighters an overtime rate for work performed

during the employee's regularly scheduled 24-hour shift outside of the standard duty day. The Cify
proposes to maintain the status quo which respects the employer's obligation to pay straight time for all
work performed during an employee's scheduled shift, including straight time when employees are

already working on shift for school events, football games, evening training with neighboring

Departments, parades, County fairs, and public education events.
There is no internal or external support for the Union's overtime proposal. No other represented

City employee group receives overtime for work performed during the employee's normal shift. Instead,

significant efforts have been undertaken in the Police Department to reduce overtime. Those employees
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obviously do not benefit from the reduced overtime opportunities. For them to see firefighters receiving
enhanced overtime opportunities, let alone opportunities where the firefighter is earning overtime for
work performed during the employee's normal shift, could have a profound impact on the morale and

direction of the City and its efforts to reduce and control overtime. The police may propose to receive

overtime for having to deal with exceptionally sffessful circumstances on duty such as testi$ing in court
or for responding to civil unrest during one's nomal shift. The City would be in an awful position to
reject such a proposal when the fnefighters receive overtime for less stress inducing activities such as

conduoting a CPR training or working on site at a high school parade or football game.

The external comparables also provide no support for the Union's proposal. This is seemingly

because those fre deparfrnents and municipal govemments have recognized that only paying straight time
rates for work that is performed during regularly scheduled hours is the standard and not the exception.

Of the comparables proposed by the City, only Sheboygan provides a narrow level of premium pay for
employees performing specific duties associated with public education or public relations events outside

the standard workday. This scope of duties in Sheboygan subject to premium pay is much narrower than

the ambiguous language proposed by this Union where employees get overtime for o'all regular routine

duties that they are assigned to work outside the standard work day." By no means are limited activities
of public education and public relations events in Sheboygan the same as this Union's proposal to provide

premium overtime pay for "all regular routine duties" or the laundry list of areas identified by the parties

where Manitowoc firefighters could earn'lremium" pay during their regulady soheduled shift. As such,

the City's proposal to preserve the status quo best reflects the statutory factor involving internal and

external comparability.
With respect to the Crty's Offer on promotions, it seeks to create promotional opportunity for all

bargaining unit members by amending Artiole 6 to provide the Fire Chief with greater flexibility and

discretion in the Department's promotional process by eliminating the current three-criteria promotional

process, which results in the promotion of only the most-senior qualified candidate, and replacing it with
a process that is forward-thinking and welcoming of all candidates by fairly assessing all interested

candidates based on skill stationso an oral interview, and a record of service review. The Union's proposal

seeks to eliminate the current three-criteria promotional process while continuing to undermine
professional development opportunities for younger firefighters by hamstringing the Fire Chiefs
authority and discretion by requiring the Fire Chief to select only the most senior, qualified candidate for
promotion.

The public should reasonably expect the City to operate at the highest level of efficiency and it is
critical through sound leadership through the Departrnent's command staff to achieve this expectation.

Merely possessing minimum qualifications and the most experience at the City does not make one a
respected and effective station leader. Leadership is integral to the command staffmember's success, as

well as the overall success of the Departmentn for a number of reasons. Chief Blaser must manage 51

bargaining unit members and four fire stations with only one non-union supervisor serving as Deputy

Chiet Chief Blaser recently lost his second Deputy Chief position, leaving him and one Deputy Chief as

nonunion leadership. This requires Chief Blaser to place great trust and reliance on lieutenants to lead the

day.to-day operations of each station.
Presently, the Chief is restioted to choosing the senior qualified oandidate for promotions, which

significantly limits his ability to assess a candidate's tangible and intangible qualities and consistently

select the best fit for the Department. The Union's antiquated proposal seeks to entrenoh the City in a
manner wholly confary to the interests and welfare of the public by mandating that only the most'senior
qualified person be promoted. The City proposal also seeks to create opportunity for all bargaining unit
members. The opportunry for a newer and less senior firefighter to legitimately pursue promotion is

important for professional development.
Specifically, the City's proposal seeks to replace the curent tluee-oriteria promotional process,

which requires the most senior qualified candidate be promoted, with a process that assesses candidates

based on skill stations, an oral interview, and a record of service review. While seniority is a factor
considered under the record of service review, the guideposts to the Chief s decision of who should be
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appointed for approval by the Police and Fire Commission for promotion is the chosen candidate's
adherence and commitrnent to the Department's Mission, Vision, and Core Values.

The Union argues that, despite its proposal requiring the Chief to promote the senior minimally
qualified candidate, the Union's proposal provides the Chief with the flexibility he desires, because the
Chief has the authority to establish the minimum qualifications a promotional candidate must meet so
long as those criteria are not *arbihary or capricious." The Union's proposal forces the Chief to keep his
promotional process narrow and only look to numerical or data-based criteria when establishing
qualifications a promotional candidate must meet, as it impairs the Chief from considering certain
qualifications which the Union might label as "arbitary and capricious" qualifications, in other wordso

subjective intangible qualities. In effect, the Union's Offer boxes the Chief into only considering criteria
such as oertifications, technical skills, and education levels. The Union's proposal also limits the Chief to
selecting the most senior 'oqualified" individual among this pool of candidates, further prohibiting the
Chief from considering an up and coming fnefighter who demonstrates leadership capabilities.

Turning to the internal comparableso there really is no debate that the City's proposal is the only
proposal supported by the internal comparables. The Police Chief presently has unfettered authority and

discretion to appoint any internal or external candidate he or she wants for promotion for Police and Fire
Commission approval. On the contrary, the Fire Chief is presently hamstrung to appointing only the most-
senior qualified candidate and he remains so under the Union offer. Of equal importance, it also does not
respect the Polioe and Fire Commission's interest in carrying out its lawful authority under Wis. Stat.
g 62.13(a)(a) of approving the Chiefs' respective appointments, as it fails to ensure both the Fire Chief
and Police Chief present the PFC with only the strongest and most qualified candidates. Under the City's
Offer, both Chiefs can satisff that interest.

The discrepancies between the Fire Deparhnent's and Transit Department's current promotional
processes are similar in nature. While the Transit promotional process includes criteria to consider during
a promotion, including seniority, the Transit Division Manager is not required to select the most-senior
qualified candidate when promoting a candidate. Once again, tltis creates inequities of opportuntty for
promotion within the Fire and Transit Deparfrnents. Arbitrators have resoundingly recognized the
importance of intemal consistenoy with respect to the treatment of employees so as to avoid poor
ernployee morale and poor labor relations, both in and out of the bargaining unit.

The City's Article 9, Section 6, education incentive and tuition reimbursement proposal seeks to
remove archaic language from the collective bargaining agreement while simultaneously revising the
agreement to reflect the parties' actual and historical practice of addressing education incentive payments

under Article 9, Section 6(a), and addressing tuition reimbursement under the City's Training,
Membership, and Tuition Reimbursement Policy which is presently used by bargaining unit members and

other City employees. This tuition reimbursement practice has been followed by the parties since at least

2017, and the City's proposal does not seek to change any aspect of the practice. Instead, it continues the
practice by continuing to permit qualified bargaining unit members to receive tuition reimbursement
under City Policy and to receive up to $64 per month in education incentive payments under the
collective bargaining agreement. The Union's proposal seeks to maintain the status quo and leave archaico

inapplicable language within the parties' collective bargaining agteement thereby oreating unnecessaty

confirsion.
The City's tuition reimbursement proposal is designed to provide training and educational

assistance to employees in order to improve the quality of City services, to improve performance and to
prepare employees for promotional opportunities, the very purpose of the Training, Membership, and

Tuition Reimbursement Policy. Such objectives clearly enhance the public's interests and welfare.
Although the City's proposal will not alter the parties' actual practice of issuing education incentive
payments and tuition reimbursement under the policy, the interests and welfare of the public is still worth
considering here. It is clear that the City's proposal is more favorable to the interests and welfare of the
public than the Union's proposal. Since at least 2017, the parties' practice regarding tuition
reimbursement has been consistent with how tuition reimbursement is handled for all City employees, yet
the collective bargaining agreement does not reflect this.
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The City's proposal seeks to establish commonality of a standard benefit with other City
employees and eliminate the administrative burden of City human resources staff staying on top of this
unwritten practice by clariffing the parties' actual practice within the collective bargaining agreement and
the City proposal eliminates the needless burden of forcing the City to administer different benefit
programs that should otherwise be oommon across the City. The Human Resources Department
administers benefit progftrms for approximately 35G-500 full-time and seasonal City employees. Human
Resources strives to maintain consistency across all City deparfrnents and the benefit plans. The City,
like any employer, also experiences turnover within its management and human resources personnel.

This tumover can make it diffrcult to frack and comply with practices across the City's numerous

departments, and it is increasingly difficult if these practices are unwritten. Unwritten practices create the
potential for unnecessary administrative and legal costs, as well as unnecessary poor labor relations. By
clari$ing the parties' actual practice through the City's proposal, the City's proposal eliminates the
potential for these unnecessary burdens. The Union's proposal accomplishes none of these objectives
and, instead, preserves potential for unnecessary confusion.

Neither parties' proposal is conclusively supported by the external comparables given that three
of the eight communities do not offer any tuition reimbursement or education incentive payment

(Sheboygan, Wausau, and Kaukauna), and only two of the remaining five communities offer both tuition
reimbursement and education inoentive payment, a factor favoring the City (Fond du Lac and Wisconsin
Rapids). Due to the varying and inconsistent treatment of education inoentives and tuition
reimbursements, external comparables carry little weight when selecting either parly's proposal,
particularly given neither party is proposing substantive changes to the parties' current, underlying
practice.

The issue of internal comparability is a different story. Here, it is clear the City's proposal has

significantly greater support from the internal comparable police and transit bargaining units than the

Ijnion's proposal. Since at least 2017 the City has been applying the City's Training, Membership, and

Tuition Reimbursement Policy to all employees within the City, including police, transit, and fire
bargaining unit employees. A careful analysis of the parties' proposal leads to the conclusion that the
Crty's proposal seeks to bring the parties' collective bargaining agreement into harmony with the parties'

internal comparables and the practice shared among them.
The Union attempts to dishact from this conclusion by arguing the City's proposal is not

consistent with the status quo, because the City has historically paid for paramedic haining attended by
employees and the Crty's Training, Membership, and Tuition Reimbursement Policy contains language

permitting the City to impose costs for certification-based training employees. However, the Union's
argument is nothing more than a straw man. The City has applied its Training, Membership, and Tuition
Reimbursement Policy to firefighters since at least 2017, and the Policy has contained the language the

Union now complains about during that entire time period. Despite this, the City has not required

firefighters to pay for their own paramedic training and in fact continues to offer this training to
firefighters while at work at no cost to the firefighter. Based on all of the foregoing, it is clear that the

City's education incentive and tuition reimbursement proposal has greater support from the internal

comparables than the Union's proposal.
The City's Light Duty proposal seeks to modiff Article 4, Section 4(a) and (c), light duty

program to have the program mirror the light duty program administered for the rest of the City
ernployees. Employees under the City proposal will continue to have access to light duty for work-related

ir{uries and may continue to use paid leave or short-tenn disability benefits. The Union Proposal seeks to
rclanthe inefficient and archaic structure unique to the Fire Deparfment.

The public reasonably can expect and demand that the Fire Department provide the highest
quallty services through the most efficient and effective means possible. Essentially, the taxpayer should

receive the fullest work from the employee for the value of the services paid. Other City employees

perform light duty during normal Monday through Friday business hours in order to help ensure

productive work is performed during work time while under supervision. This work helps the taxpayers

reoeive good value. Such a system also benefits ooworkers by reducing the burden on the coworkers
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when productive work is performed during the entire light duty assigned time rather than an employee
performing light duty work for a brief period and then enjoying a rest period for many hours.

The status quo, which the Union seeks to maintain, does not satisff these expectations, as it
requires the Department to provide light duty assignments for both on-duty and off-duty injuries and to
guarantee at least the frst four firefighters placed on light duty the ability to remain on the frefighter's
standard 24-hour work schedule instead of transfening to a 40-hour, Monday through Friday workweek
like all other City employees. This archaic light duty arrangement has routinely resulted in employees

being scheduled to work regular 24-hour shifts despite being unable to perform any meaningful duties

after the first 8 hours of their shift when the Command Staff leaves and duties consistent with their
rnedical restrictions are no longer needed to be performed (e.g., administuative duties). The impact of this

is significanto because the current collective bargaining agreement requires the City to permit up to four
employees on a light duty assignment to remain on their regular 24-hour shift, meaning the City may, at

any time, be left with four fuefighters on-duty who are incapable of performing the regular duties of a
flefighter and yet who linger at the station in the evening and at night while adding little value for the

taxpayers. Such an arrangement is clearly contrary to the provision of effective and efficient services and,

thus, contrary to the interests and welfare of the public.
The City's proposal will result in greater productivity from all of its employees, as light duty

assignment employees will be able to complete a significantly greater volume of job duties consistent

wittr tfueir work restrictions by being present under supervision during the standard Monday through

Friday 40-hour schedule. Moreover, the 24-hour shifts will be staffed with frefighters who are capable of
perforrning all of the required job duties needed to respond to service calls.

While the Union argues the City's proposal will create childcare issues for firefighters due to

their lack of daytime availability upon switching to a Monday through Friday 40-hour workweek, this is

once again a red herring. Firefighters are all provided with significant leave banks which they can elect to

use and the option to obtain short-term disability insurance. In addition to paid leave, employees also have

access to short-term disability insurance, yet only nine of the forly-nine bargaining unit members have

taken advantage of this valuable benefit.
A City exhibit shows that most of the use of light duty was for work-related injuries. These

employees continue to have access to light duty for work-related injuries under the City proposal.

Further, use of light duty for work-related injuries has been quite limited with only one employee in2020
and one employee in 2019 using light duty for a work-related rndury, and only three employees in 2018.

Finally, the City's expectations that employees working light du$ during a Monday through

Friday standard workweek is reasonable. By no means is this a monumental change when employees in
all otirer City departments modiff their work schedules (including moving from third or second shift to

first shift) in order to work light duty.
This change is also about establishing commonality of standard benefits available City-wide to

employees and about streamlining the Human Resoutceso administration of benefit programs as worker's

compensation and related light duty are administered by Human Resources. Both of these objectives also

satisff the public's interests and promote internal labor peace and stability. Thus, it is clear that the City's
proposal is the only proposal that is compatible with the interests and welfare of the public, and it
achieves this outcome while also ensuring bargaining unit members oan work light duty when required or

be allowed to use their signifioant leave banks to provide childcare while receiving pay for most of, if not

all, oftheir light duty assignment.
With respect to external comparability, the City's light duty proposal is more consistent with the

light duty programs administered by the external comparables than the Union's proposal. Four out of the

"ight 
oommunities' collective bargaining agreements do not explicitly require light duty for off'duty

iqiuries (Two Rivers, Wisconsin Rapids, West Bend, and Kaukauna); however, seven of the eight external

communities, if light duty is provided to employees, require employees to work a 40-hour workweek,

either immediately or upon certain short-term conditions being me! such as the failure to be cleared by a

doctor after working light duty through one full 24-hour shift rotation or provided the employee cannot

present circumstances of an undue hardship upon being transferred to a 40-hour workweek (Two Rivers,
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Wisconsin Rapids, West Bend Kaukauna, Sheboygan, Wausau, Stevens Point). While the provision of
light duty for off-duty injuries is a mixed bag among external comparables, the City's proposal is

substantially more consistent with external comparable communities and their scheduling of employees

assigned to light duty.
There is also no debate that the Crty's proposal is the only proposal supported by the parties'

internal comparables. Neither the Police Department nor the Transit Department bargaining units are

provided with light duty after suffering an o$duty injury, and both bargaining units are required to

ransfer to a first-shift, Monday through Friday 40-hour workweek upon suffering an on-duty injury and

being assigned light duty. These are precisely the parameters the Crty's light duty proposal seeks to

irnpllment. While the Union claims the City's proposal would be unworkable due to issues such as

childcare, the police and transit bargaining units utilize'these light duty programs despite many of their

respective bargaining unit members also working second or third shift on a rotational basis. Thus, the

internal comparables not only support the City's proposal, but they also refute the Unionos preposterous

claim that the only way to ensure fne bargaining unit members have appropriate childcare is for the Fire

Departmentto be permanently hindered with an ineffective and inefficient light duty program.

The City proposes to clean up existing language within Article 26 of the collestive bargaining

agreement involving laundry and linens. Much of the existing contract language is archaic and no longer

reflects the reality of the organization. The City is leaving in the contract and inserting language that

reflects the reality of the organization. The City continues to provide linens and washers and dryers for
employees to wash their bed linens. Ambulance linens are not washed by Union members; it has been at

least 12 years since they have done so.

irtost members of the community likely are completely unaware of how bed linens are offered to

firefigtrters and whether the firefighters even wash those bed finens at work or at home. Neither offer
truly influences the interests and welfare of the public. Further, as the City does not require ambulance

linens to be washed by Union members, the removal of this language from the contract also does not truly
affect the interests and welfare of the community'

Other collective bargaining agreements within the City of Manitowoc are devoid of language

involving the laundering of items. Other Crty employees are not provided with bed linens or the ability to
launder ttreir bed linens while on duty. Nonetheless, external comparable agreements are silent as to the

language removed by the City through its proposal. As such, because the City's approach reflects the

realrty of the status quo, the CrE's offer is more favorable.
In conclusion, this case can be examined on two separate but related levels, statutory factors and

irnportant organizational policy and culture. The statutory factors of internal and extemal comparability

and ttte ability to pay and the interest and welfare of the public demonstrate support for the City's status

quo-driven position to preserve Schedule A and B and the future ability to manage its financial affairs

tfurough predictable and stable fiscal policy akin to the thirly-year mortgage. Internal and external

oomparability are overwhelmingly in the City's favor as the City's offer provides a highly competitive

wage offer tfLat preserves the City's fnefighters as some of the highest paid City employees and maintains

their standing among the proposed extemal oomparables. While the parties may have a good faith debate

about exactly how to apply the extemal comparables, the Union cannot claim unequivocal or uniform

support for its position to so drastically change the status quo, especially without an adequate quid pro

quo to address ihe ticking time bomb within their wage schedule change. Rather, it is clear that the Union

seeks to gain more than nearly all of the internal and external comparables, while the City's proposal is in

line wittrthe pay and benefits afforded to the comparables and is an offer that maintains high qualtty

services in the interests and welfare of the public.
Even on an organizational policy and culture level, the City prevails as well. This case will

decide the City's fiscal policy management priorities, the City's professional development opportunities

for fire department employees, and the City's efforts to achieve commonality of standard benefits shared

by all City employees. Creative, decisive and disciplined fiscal management have helped the City rise

frorn honibly Chailenging times. That fiscally responsible culture has reduced overtime, not increased it,

and has generated budgetary predictability and stability. That culture must remain and attempts to disrupt
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it must be rejected for the sake of all City Departments. During that time this culture has been in place,

the City has been a good partner with the Fire Union. Their prior settlements during the last ten years

show the City has been agreeable with this Union to achieve fair substantial wage settlements to the point
where the Union leads all employee groups in pay. Their prior settlements show they have worked to
address problems unique to Manitowoc. This history, plus the increasing pressures on public employers
to "do more with less"--especially in a pandemic-driven environment-and to creatively manage and

inprove services while oontinuing to eliminate wasteful spending wherever possibleo dictates that the

Union's Final Offer must be rejected by this Arbitrator. The City oites arbihal authority in support of
their position.

REPLY BY THE TINION TO THE CITY'S POSITION

With respect to the external comparables, the parties reached ao agreement as to which
communities would serve as external comparables at a meeting on August 28,2018. Lieutenant Johnsrud

kept careful notes from that meeting and indicated the agreed to external comparable communities on a
document that the City provided at a previous meeting. Those communities are Sheboygan, Neenah-

Menash4 Green Bay, Two Rivers, Appleton, Fond du Lac, Oshkosh, Kaukauna, and De Pere. Relying on

that agreement, the Union contacted the International Association of Fire Fighters and requested that it
provide a study of the comparable unit's compensation packages.

It should come as no surprise that the parties agreed to the above listed communities as they have

long relied on those same communities to measure their proposals. In fact, for a gteater than 45-year

history of interest arbihation between the City and its represented employees Sheboygan, Neenah'

Menash4 Green Bay, Two Rivers, Appleton, Fond du Laco Oshkosh, Kaukaunq and De Pere (Wisconsin

Fox Valley-Northeast Region) appear time and again.
Arbitrator Bellman frst answered the question of which external comparables were appropriate

for the Union. The same reasoning Arbitator Bellman applied then holds true today: along with
geographic proximity, the City remains in the middle of the pack now with Green Bay being the most
populous and Two Rivers being the smallest.

In L997, Arbifator Michelstetter provided "that Two Rivers and Sheboygan constitute the
primary comparable group for the Manitowoc fire unit. In ttrat same decision the City did not object to
the use of Kaukauna, which is near the other Fox River Valley communitieso however it objected to Green

Bay, not because of location but, because of size. Nevertheless, the arbitrator did not find the specific

composition of the secondary comparison pool necessary to reach his decision because there did not exist
a significant variance in wage increases at that time, thus, leaving intact the units selected by Arbifrator
Bellman.

The entirety of the Crty's argument in support of its final offer relies on external communities that

have never before appeared in this arefla. The City seemingly plucked communities out of thin air by

which to compare its offer and manufaotured selection criteria such as proximity to "major expressways"

to create tenuous similarities to Manitowoc. But this seems to be a thinly veiled attempt to disguise the

fact that the City had no interest in oomparing itself to communities like Manitowoc; instead, the City
went shopping for only those communities that made its offer seem reasonable.

Never have communities located well over one hundred miles from Manitowoc been included as

part of an appropriate pool of external comparable communities, not Stevens Point, nor Wausau, nor any

other Wisconsin River Valley community. Such communities have never been used in the history of
interest awards in the City of Manitowoc. Instead, arbitators have consistently selected Fox River Valley
communities and those communities in closer geographic proximity to Manitowoc suoh as Appleton,

Fond du Lac, Neenah/IV1enashq and Oshkosh.
Arbitrators are rightfully reluctant to disturb the communities which the parties have long

standing histories of relying upon for comparison, even those in higher paying regions. See Arbitrator
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Bellman's reasoning for including the Cities of Sheboygan, Menashq Neenah, Green Bay, Two Rivers,
Appleton, Fond du Lac, Oshkosh, Kaukaunao and De Pere continues to be valid today. Accordingly, the

'ocomparables should remain consistent in order to foster a climate of bargaining which leads to voluntary
agreements;" and prior'odecisions which determine the extemal comparable group should be respected.o'

Where there is an established comparable pool the party seeking the change has the burden "of
proving that substantial changes have occurred in the original comparables since the prior arbitrations."
The City failed to meet its burden. In support of its position, the Crty's numerous parenthetical

explanations fail to provide vital information and reasoning.
Again, to support its supposition that it should be permitted to scour the ends of the earth to find

a comparable community that it deems suitable the City cited. Here, the parties have a long history of
relying on comparable communities that are much "closer-to-home'o than the Wisconsin River Valley
communities-the need to jettison historically utilized and appropriate comparable communities in favor
of novel and inappropriate ones simply does not exist.

The inclusion of Marathon County in that case is analogous to including Green Bay as an

appropriate comparable community to Manitowoc. Even over the City's objections that comparing such a

community with different operational, economic, and socioeconomic characteristics is "akin to arguing a

mid-size local employer should compete with the compensation package of a Fortune-500 employer." A
preposterous objection indeed; it is clear the City's only true objection to inclusion is that Green Bay
provides higher wages than does Manitowoc. Just as it also suddenly objects to Appletono De Pere, and

other Fox Valley communities for equally flawed reasons.

But one need look no further than the City's own handbook to furd proof of its disingenuous

attempt to position itself within a different and inappropriate labor market. Under the City's
"Compensation Plan" the City provides that it will set pay rates and adjust pay rates annually based on its

chosen labor "Market Rate." That City chosen labor market is none other than the o'Wisconsin Fox
Valley-Northeast Region.'o When adjusting wages or setting pay rates for its employees the City does not

compare itself to Wausau or Stevens Point because that is not the market in which it sets; and doing so

would lead to the same retention and morale issues it faces in its Fire Department. Of course, the Fox
Valley provides the appropriate pool because it is geographically close to Manitowoc and generally

recruits from the same labor market.
What the City attempts to do with regard to comparables amounts to an ambush. It asks the

Arbifator to cast aside decades of Manitowoc's arbitral history and mutual agreement as to the secondary

external oomparable communities in a feeble attempt to justiff its final offer. As proof of a lack of
agreement it offers its own lack of preparation. However, the City glosses over the fact that the same

evidence may not demonshate a lack of agreemen! nor even a true lack of preparation, but instead it may

simply demonstrate its knowledge that the long standing external comparables, those Fox Valley
Northeast Region communities, supports the Union's offer and not the City's; thus, leaving the City
desperate to oreate a new pool out ofwhole cloth or concede defeat.

The City writes that the Union's proposal: "converts paramedic pay from seven-percent of
Firefighter StepE monthly base pay to seven-percent of Firefighter StepH monthly base pay.o'

ln2019 that is 7Yo of $5,798 per month ($405.36) or $4,870 per year. This is $130 less than the

City's offer. There is no other schedule soo like the City's offer, all paramedics are paid the same for
possessing the same skill and responsibility. The City saves money by virtue of the Union's offer to
reduce the percentage increase for top-step firefighter salary to lo/o of the former Schedule A top step

rather than the 3%o rcaliz.ed by the most significant internal comparableo the law enforcement bargaining

unit, or the going rate for the fiaditional comparables:2.25Yo.
The primary issue though is that the Union's proposal indexes the paramedic premium pay to a

benchmark on the firefighter's salary schedule. The significance of this is to increase the paramedic

premium as a funotion of the parties' agreement to increase the salary schedule. This Union, like many

other unionso negotiated for the indexing of the premium to increase specialty pay or skill pay, when it is
expressed in flat dollar amounts. This phenomenon occurs in part because it is rarely the case that an

impasse in only one specialty or skill pay merits the cost of an interest arbitation. The Union's proposal
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relative to paramedic premium costs the City less than the City's own offer over the life of the
Agreemen! it preserves the status quo of indexing the skill pay to a benchmark in the salary and because

it proposes only one salary schedule all Manitowoc paramedics are paid the same, also alike the City's
proposal.

The City's claims about the parties' proposals' impact on the relative rank ("positioning") of its
firefighters' pay contrasted with the pool of comparably situated employees is false assuming the
traditional set of comparables; it is even wrong if one adopts its imagined set of comparables. The claim
that its offer is comparable to internal wage increases since 2009 is also wrong, as we will show below.

No other group of Manitowoc employees has a two-tier pay schedule. So, it requires some caf,e

to develop a reliable comparison between the groups. When the City increases salaries across-the-board

(ATB) for all of its other employee groups, the budget and actual expenses will closely correspond to the

ATB increase. However, in a unit with a two-tier system, some employees will be replaced by others on
a pay schedule that is less, saving the City money and reducing the bargaining unit percentage increase as

compared to the rest of the units.
The adjustment can be made by reckoning the savings realized by the lower tier pay sohedule.

This is important because it shows that the City attempts to "bake and eat its own cake It complains

about future increases due to the elimination of the two-tier schedule, but does not account for the past

savings realized as a result of it.
The Union computes those savings, making conservative assumptions. In short, with each new

entry to Sohedule B at the first step, it is conservative to assume that the City saved at least the difference

between the A rate and the B rate. In fact, the savings would be greater if an A lieutenant was replaced

by a B firefighter, or A top step frefighter was replaced by a top-step B, The detail can be tedious to
reckon, but the broad statement is intuitive. There were 20 (40o/o of the bargaining unit) Schedule B
employees in 2019. They are atl paid on the average 13 % less than Schedule A employees.

The City begins with the misleading and unsubstantiated claim that only its proposal serves the

interests and welfare of the public. After devoting several pages of irrelevant self-adulation for
reoovering from its administration's fiscal mismanagement dating back to 20ll, tt finally gets down to its
most important argument when it asserts that the Union's proposal "misses the tue financial impact.'o

Peculiar, because it assumes that 100% of the employees in the firefighter rank are and will continue to be

at the top step. Peculiar, also because there is no 2025, or later, budget in which there could be a hole.

Most peculiar because on close examination, on its face it proves there is no budgetary 'time bomb.'o

On its face, the City's exhibit is most peculiar. It shows that the City saves $552,000 between

2OI9 to 2024 under the Union's wage offer compared to the City's and then loses $581,000 from 2025 to
2028. When a 2% discount rate is applied to reflect the diminished present value of future income, the

City oomes out ahead. Without adjusting for present value, the City exhibit forecasts a loss of $29,000

over ten years, or $2,900 per year. When reducing the future gains and losses to present value using a

very consefvative discount rate of 2o/o pef year, the City would gain about $29,000.
Close examination of the exhibit oonfirms that the author calculated the step amounts paid to a

frrefighter under each proposal for each year between 2019 and 2028. However, the exhibit contains an

error for the first step FF in that year -- it reports 947,652, it should be $49,332. It also contains an eror
for the second step; it reports $51,912, but should be $50,724. He adds to that amount the value of the

paramedic premium.
Then, perversely, he multiplies those amounts by 27, but there will never be 27 firefighters on the

same step of the schedule. l^ 2020 there were 9 employees who had I or more years of experienoe and

four of them were Schedule A employees. It is reasonable to assume that this number is predictive of the

values at any given point in time as it is picked out at random. If so, the City exhibit exaggerates both of
the losses by a third. Still, the exhibit hides the savings the City will realize as fnefighters move through

the steps. By using only the years in whioh there were losses, the City's brief cherry-picked Corbeille's
data points in a way that grossly exaggerates the impact. Again, at no point in time will all 21 employees

holding the rank of firefighter/paramedic be at the top step at the same time. There would be 10 at the top
step of the Union's proposal in20l9, 12 :rr.2020 and ll in202I. Importantly, the data shows that
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rnovement to the top step of the Union's proposal is gradual. ln202t two employees would move into
the Union's new top firefighter step. In2022 and 2023 none move there. In2024 six employees move
there. In 2025 one more moves up to the 8tr year of service. An even deeper look into the data reveals

that some fnefighter move to the step only at the end of fiscal year, whereas others move for the full year,

the significance of which is to blunt the budget impact from year to year, a detail overlooked by the Crty's
argument. As important, in terms of the budget impact, four ofthe fuefighter incumbents are Schedule A
employees. If any of them are promoted, there will a favorable impact on the budget as they will be

replaced by a rookie who is paid roughly $22,000 less. Second, if we compare the total earnings of a
frefighter during the first eight years of employment at that rank, the Unionos pay schedule saves the City
$12,942. The most important peculiarity though, is that which was mentioned in the Union's principal

brief, there is no budget to blow up years into the future. For the most part, vacancies in any fire
deparhnent result from retirements due to age or disability. In Manitowoc all retirees in the near future
will be paid at Schedule A rates. Depending on the rank at which the retirement occurs there will be a
domino effect as the vacancies are filled by promotion until a vacancy is created in the firefighter rank to
be filled by a first step firefighter. A Schedule A firefighter or officer is the one who is retiring or has

become disabled. That employee is replaced by a Schedule B employee at a lower rate than the retiree

under either party's final offer. The budget impact, under either Parties' proposal is likely to reduce the

Crty's wage cost, as compared the actual year earlier cost.
The City next falsely claims that its "offer best reflects the pattern of internal comparable

settlement," blithely ignoring the fact that no internal unit has a two-tier pay schedule. The audacity of
the claim that the units are being treated equally is tuly outrageous. No other unit places new employees

on a different and lower pay sohedule. In time, the two-tier system will have all employees on Schedule

B, but the City's exhibit does not account for this critical change in the unit demographics. We do know
that the current rates of Schedule B are on average, t3% lower than Schedule A. In order to draw an

apples-to-apples comparison in the average annual percentage increase wage costs attributable solely to
the intemal unitso compensation plans, it is necessary to calculate the savings realized by the City by
virtue of the firefighters two-tier plan design alone. It is tedious but helpful to do the homework.

It begins with reasonable assumptions. We know that the bargaining unit size is very close to 50.

We know that there arc 2I Schedule B employees, increasing from zero ten years ago. Assume 2

ernployees per year are added to Schedule. Caloulate the amount less the Ctty pays those 2 employees

under Schedule B than it would have paid under Schedule A. Calculate the per capita percentage

savings.
There are two important lessons here. First, the City misleads us when it claims that it has treated

firefighters similady to the internal comparables. This is intuitively obvious given the fact that the City
made no effort to show the savings it has realized because new employees enter Schedule B, and their
predecessor in most cases exits as a Schedule A employee. The second lesson is also intuitive. The first
employee to enter Schedule B represented a tad less than 2o/o of the number of employees, cut by l3Vo of
a salary that was only 600/o of the average, so it is no wonder that in terms of the total wage cost the City
would save only a fraction of a percent. The second, and much more important lesson, is that it shows

that even a dramatic immediate 13% schedule reduction takes years to impact the budget. In the first
years of its implementation Schedule B saved the City peanuts. In ten years, the savings compated to

never having implemented Schedule B is only 3.44%.
The City's claim that the Union's wage proposal contains a budget time-bomb is simply wrong.

The Union has previously explained the provenance of its proposal. It is rooted in the unique and twisted
path taken by the City to litigate its claim that the prior "duty day'o language was a permissive subject of
bargaining, then confronted with a proposal that increases management's ability to assign duties outside

ttre standard duty day at a de minimus cost reverts to the current provision. Again, the City engages in
faux outrage *lethal poison pill," other phrases. All this for a proposal that the City admitted would cost

only $1,1 1 1.77 annually.
The City argues that the Union's members have performed work that the labor agreement

prohibited at no cost to the City. Lieutenant Johnsrud testified that there had been an informal practice of
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offsetting relief time during the duty day as a form of compensation. In fact, the Union relied on the
language to insure that if assignment of a regular routine duty became abusive, it could obtain arbitral
relief. Perhaps the City should have considered the consequence of its decision to litigate whether the
current contract provision is a permissive or prohibited subject of bargaining. Now, should the language

of the past contract remain the same, the Union cannot be sure that it has contractual protection against
abuses in the future. The Union submits that just as its members found a way to get these things done in
the past they will in the future. The City only needs to ask for a waiver.

The City again tries to avoid responsibility and writes that the Union should have clarified what
the CiE claims is an ambigurty. The problem with the CiE's argument is that the Union never believed
that there was anything ambiguous about the contract; Its officers and members knew what the practice
was and more importantly, they knew that the Chief knew. They appreciate his candor and the City's
revision of its costing exhibits to reflect same. What the Union does not understand is the reason that the
City continues to argue that this proposal is significant in any way. There will be no meaningful
difference in Department operations that result from the resolution of this issue.

The Union encourages the Arbitator to consider developing the *common lawo' of interest
arbitration and pen a rationale for drawing an exception to the burdens that a party bears when proposing

a ohange to a long-standing contract provision. When eithor parly files a declaratory ruling to argue that
it is not a mandatory subject of bargaining, and the other party responds with an 'oimpact bargaining"
revision of the provision under challenge which the WERC subsequently confirms to be a mandatory
subject of bargaining, the latter party should not be deemed to have proposed to change the status quo.

The need to make the impact proposal is created by the parly demanding litigation with the petition for a
declaratory ruling. The proposal itself should be narrowly tailored to address the problem requiring
resolution, but the obligation to provide a quid pro quo should also be relar<ed if not eliminated altogether.

That follows because the impact proposal is not truly a change to the status quo.

With regard to comparable support, the Union points to both the Sheboygan and the Appleton
Fire Fighters' collective bargaining agreements both of which contains similar impact proposals.

The City argues that there is internal comparability. No other City employe€s are required to
work a 24-hour shift, much less be ready to respond immediately and regularly to emergencies atZ AM
during which mental and physical acuity is a matter of life and death. Of oourse, there is no internal
comparable.

The City takes issue with the Union's proposed amendments to the promotion procedure, but it
does not acknowledge that they me only a reaction to the Crty's petition for a declaratory ruling that the

existing language was a permissive subject of bargaining. That said, the City supplements the arguments

it made at the time of the hearing. The Union replies to them here.

The CiE asserts that the citizens are entitled to be served by highly qualified officers. The Union
agrees. Where is the evidence that the citizens were not receiving that service? The City has the burden
of proving the need for what is a major, not minor, reform of the contract language; a reform for which it
argues passionately; a reform that addresses no demonstrable need in this record. The City does not
recognize that historically unfettered discretion led to nepotism, favoritism and political pafonage.

The City writes that "[m]erely possessing minimum qualifications and the most experience at the
City does not make one a respected and effective station leader." Sadly, neither does the Chief s favorite
rnake such a station leader. More importantly, the City takes an inappropriate liberty with the Union's
proposal: the minimum qualifications are determined at the Chiefs discretion, subject only to the

requirement that they be reasonably related to the duties of the position. "If a Lieutenant is incapable of
effectively leading a station" as the City argues, the Chief can demote him or her. The City's arguments

are made for the sake of arguing.
Among the more peculiar arguments the City makes is that the Union's proposal that requires the

Chief to establish qualifications that are not *arbitrary or capriciouso' is a "ploy." However, the phrase
o'arbitary or capricious" has been defined by arbitrators to mean o'whimsical" or "without reason."
Utilization of this standard does not appear to restrain the Chief s choice of qualifications unreasonably.

tfnless, of course, the City is arguing that the Chief should be able to set qualifications whimsically.
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The balance of the City's argument adds nothing here. There is no compelling problem to

support the City's proposed material change to the past department promotional standards. There is
nothing to suggest that its proposal is narrowly orafted to address only that problem and not more. It
offers no quid pro quo to support the change.

Given the failure of the City to meet these standards to support its departure from the past

promotional procedures, there is no need to discuss whether it has comparable support for its proposal.

That saido the City recognizes that it does not eqjoy comparable support from the external units. It writes

at o'Five out of the eight communities have chosen to have convoluted promotional processes that include

numerous steps, tests and criteria." This is not comparable support for ttre proposition that the Chief has

unfettered discretion to promote who he pleases. It is the contrary.
The gravamen of the dispute here is captured by these lines from the City's where in essence the

CiW admits that its offer on its face requires, or permits the City to require, employee payment of the cost

of training needed to maintain a certification. Paramedic certification requires a continuous life-long

training component and involves a substantial oost. The Union is very sensitive that the City has a

written and enforceable promise that it will either provide the haining or pick up this cost if it is provided

externally. The City defends its proposal on the ground that it hasn't required fnefighters to pay that cost

since 2017, despite the contrary language in the Policy it seeks to incorporate within the contract.

Common sense suggests that the City revise the proposal suoh that this conflict between practice and

language does not exist.
Additionally, the parties disagree over the City's efforts to delete lengthy, substantive provisions

of the contract and substitute for them clauses that incorporate by reference benefit progams applied to

other employees of the City. Some municipalities have taken the position that they are free to amend

their Citywide policies, without bargaining, because it is the policy that has been incorporated by

reference not the details of each of its provisions. If the Arbitrator does not adopt the City's final offero

the Union recommends that the City consider a proviso, such that the mandatory bargainable aspects of
the policy cannot be revised in the absence of collective bargaining.- 

The Union addressed each of the City's material arguments in support of its proposed reform of
an existing policy in its initial brief, Particularly, the Union emphasizes the arbitral requirement that the

City demonstrate a compelling need for the change and provide a quid pro quo in exchange for the

Union's agreement to adopt it. It is disturbing that the City believes it can pick up this sort of significant

diminution of firefighter benefits simply by demanding it.
With regard to the Crty's oft-repeated argument that benefits for firefighters can be the sarne as

for other City employees, this is a useful example of why that is not true. No other City employees work
a 24-hour shift. Childcare is a critical issue for a two-working spouse household. Typically, at'home
.'nanny" care or daycare at a facility involves a defined schedule and rigorous discipline to maintain it,

often with financial penalties for a breach of the schedule. By virtue of a frefighters work schedule that

allows the firefighter to be off-duty two 24-hour periods out of every three periods. The childcare and

daycare schedules cannot be readily adjusted to a 40-hour work week. This problem is not one that exists

foi a 40-hour per week employee. So, noo the Citywide 4O'hour light duty policy does not work for

frrefighters.
Nor for the reasons stated above does the idea of inoorporating a Citywide light duty poliry into

the labor agreement by reference work for firefighters.
Regarding the physical exam proposal, firs! the parties have worked together to create the

existing contfact provision and there is nothing in this record to remotely suggest that there is a

compeiing need to change it. Second, the Union does not need a sontract provision that creates the

"abiiity" 'bf working together" on this subject as it is a mandatory subject of bargaining. Finally, the

CiU's brief misstates the City's offer. Instead it reads, after deleting the entirety of Article 24, Section 1,

Physical Examinations :
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The City will offet a voluntary firefighter fitness program, developed with union input,

for all members of the department, designed to help members maintain fit for-duty
standards and promote general health and wellness.

The Chief will establish fit-for duty standards in consultation with the City's occupational

health provider as part ofdeparhnent operating procedures.

Offbring the parties the ability to "work together,'o is not the same as the *City will offer ... a program ...
with union input." Either the Cify or the Union can demand to bargain with the Union about a revision to
the existing language of the contract. The substance is a mandatory subject of bargaining primarily
related to wage$, hours and conditions of employment. Its provisions can jeopardize employment of the

{Jnion's members. The Union will not come to the table to *offer input,' nor will it simply work
together; it will arrive as an equal parher with the City to engage in mandatory collective bargaining.

Again, the City proposes to gut a provision whioh is a major concern to firefighters, to usurp the

status of the Union as the exclusive bargaining agent, and to essentially arogate to itself the ability to
unilaterally order a change in the pohcy. And, it does so with the assumption that it need not

demonstrate a compelling need for a change and it does not offer a quid pro quo for the Union's
agreement to accept its proposed change.

With respect to the laundry proposal, the City offers only one argument in the briefthat the Union

did not previously address. It writes that other City employees "are not provided with bed linens." This
is because they are not provided with beds. There is no internal comparable.

DISCUSSION

EXTERNAL COMPARABLES

The Union proposes: Appleton, De Pere, Fond du Lac, Green Bay Mefo, Kaukana, Neenah-

Menash4 and Oshkosh as secondary comparables. The Union chose cities that are geographically closer'

The City agrees with the Union that the two primary comparables of Sheboygan and Two Rivers

should continue to be apptied here. With respect to secondary comparables, the City believes they should

be "stand alone and self sustaining." They should also be similar in size and provide the highest level of
ernergency medioal response as Manitowoc does. The City also considered fire departrnent operational

budgets, population and percentage ohange in population, median household inoome, equalized properly

values and per capita property tax levy, residential share of property taxes paid, and the distance from

Manitowoc in miles. While some of the cities are fairly far from Manitowoc, the City asserts that it now

uses an online fnefighter recruiting tool that is not limited to only the northeast corner of the state, which

further supports its proposed list of oomparables. The City agtees with the Union that Kaukana and Fond

du Lac fii ttrose criteria and are appropriate secondary comparables. The City submits that, applying its

criteria, additional appropriate secondary oomparables are: West Bend, Stevens Point, Wausau, and

Wisconsin Rapids.
However, as the Union has pointed out, in 1997 Arbitrator Bellman in City of Manitowoc, Dec.

28785-4, stated:

The Arbihator would compare this bargaining unit with its counterparts

in the Cities of Sheboygan, Menashao Neenah, Green Bay, Two Rivers,
Appleton, Fond du Lac, Oshkosh, Kaukaunq and De Pere. All are in the

same geographical region, and are unionized. Manitowoc is middle-sized
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among these cities. Its population is approximately 33,225. Green Bay is
the largest of these cities at 90,796. Kaukauna is smallest at 11,430.

In addition, in 1997 Arbitrator Michelstetter in City of Manitowoc, Dec. No. 28787-4 noted that
there was an objection by the Ctty as to Green Bayos inclusion as a secondary comparable. Howevero
Arbitrator Miohelstetter decided the case without the need to consider the seoondary comparables. Thus,
for all intents and purposes Green Bay has continued as a secondary comparable.

The parties therefote have a history since at least 1979 of using the comparables that were found
appropriate by Arbitrator Bellman, a bargaining history that stretches back for over 40 years. Moreover,
as the Union points out the City and other unions have frequently used external comparables that were in
the Fox River Valley and those that are closer to the City.

Finally, there was no argument or evidence that the characteristics of the disputed secondary
comparables have changed significantly over that time frame such that while they may have been
appropriate comparables before, it would be necessary to remove them from the pool, Such an extensive
bargaining history and deference to prior arbitration awards must therefore reoeive significant weigtrt. I
therefore find that the Union's pool of secondary comparables is appropriate.

ANALYSIS OF THE ISSUES

BACKGROUND

On June 7,2018 bargaining began over a sucoessor agreement to the 2015-2018 labor agreement.
On February 26,2019 the City filed for a Declaratory Ruling, seeking a ruling that several provisions of
the labor agreement were either permissive or prohibited subjects of bargaining. Many of the issues were
resolved by the parties; however, four issues remained: Article 4, Hours of Work; Artisle 11, Parking;
Article 18, Safety; and Article 26,Linenand Laundering . On March 5,202A Commissioner Daley issued
the Ruling, ooncluding that those four issues were mandatory subjects of bargaining.

Because of the Great Recession of 2007-2009, the City was in difficult financial shape. Over
time the City improved its finances and seeks to continue on that path and operate its finances as

efficiently as possible.
As a result of the impact of the Great Recession on the City's finances, the Union agreed to create

a lower paid wage schedule for all frefighters hired on or after August l, 2009. In return, the City agreed

to hire one additional frefighter each year from 2010-2012. However, an additional firefighter was not
hired in 2012. The Union contends in part that the frefighters in the lower pay schedule have poor
morale, and it has also caused a higher turnover rate. The Union has proposed integrating Schedule B
Compensation Schedule (lower paid employees) into Sohedule A (higher paid employees). The City
disagrees for a number of reasons. Compensation is the most significant issue in both parties' Final
Offers.

ISSUES

DEFINITION OF WORK DAY, ARTICLE 4. SECTION 1(c)
STAI\IDARD HOURS AND OVERTIME

The contract provides that the workday is 24 hours, starting at 0700. Howevet, within that 24
hour work day, 7:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. is considered the regular workday for faining and other regular
routine duties. Thereafter, frefighters are on standby status. The Union wishes to add the word
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oostiandard" throughout Section 1(c) when referring to the regular workday, I do not see anything in
particular that demonstrates the need for that addition. 'oRegular workday" is clear and defined in the
contract as 0700 to 1630. In addition, there has been a longstanding practice of what duties me performed
between 0700 and 1630. I therefore find the Crty's offer to not change to o'standard hours" is more
appropriate.

The Union also proposes the following overtime language to the contract "The city shall pay

ernployees a half-time premium for all rcgular, routine duties that they are assigned to work outside of the
standard work day.'o

Firefighters conduct public education a few times each year, provide rural flre deparhnent
training a couple of times a year, and standby at schools' football games and cross-country meets for
potential medical services outside of their regular duty day. In addition, they standby at such €vents as

parades and county fairs.. In the past there was an informal practice of offsetting relief time during the
duty day as a form of compensation for covering such events.

The Union has proposed overtime pay outside the regular workday. At hearing Lieutenant Jacob

Johnsrud testified that the intent of their proposal applies only to time frefighters attend those events.
The City estimates that the overtime proposal, as outlined by Lieutenant Johnsrud, would cost
approximately $1,111 per year.

The Union points to external comparables Sheboygan and Appleton as examples that provide for
certain types of overtime. The Union agrees with the City that there are no intemal comparables with
similar provisions, but that is because the Police and Transit employees do not work 24-hour shifls. The
Union further asserts that the proposal stemmed from the City's seeking a declaratory ruling that the
provision is not a mandatory subject of bargaining, and under such circumstances the requirement of a
quid pro quo should be relaxed or eliminated.

The City contends that it has been trying to cut back on overtime throughout the City, whioh
serves the interests and welfare of the public. Moreover, it would embanass the City to expect
reimbursement from those organizations using the overtime rate.

With only two examples of external comparables providing for some types of overtime, there is
not particularly strong support for the Union's proposal. Moreover, the proposal as written does not
clearly state that overtime is only paid under the limited circumstances that Johnsrud described.

Accordingly, I find the City's offer on overtime is more appropriate.

LIGHT DUTY PROGRAM CHANGES TO ARTICLE 4. Section 4(a) and 4(c)

The current language permits up to 4 employees to work on their normal duty schedule when
performing light duty. The Union asserts in particular that it is a significant benefit. In addition, no quid
pro quo was offered nor has the City demonstrated a compelling need for the change. Furthermore, the

City's proposal will create childcare issues for frefighters due to their lack of daytime availability upon
switching to a Monday through Friday 4O-hour workweek because firefighters are unique with their 24-

hour work schedule.
The City contends that its proposal mirrors the light duty program administered for the rest of the

City employees. Employees under the City proposal will continue to have access to light duty for work-
related injuries and may continue to use paid leave or short-term disability benefits. The impact of this is
signifioan! the City asserts, beoause the cunent collective bargaining agreement requires the City to
permit up to four employees on a light duty assignment to remain on their regular 24-hour shift, meaning

the City may, at any time, be left with four firefighters on-duty who are incapable of performing the
regular duties of a firefighter and yet who remain at the station in the evening and at night while adding

little value for the tileayers. Light duty assignment employees will be able to complete a significantly
greater volume of job duties consistent with their work restrictions by being present under supervision
during the standard Monday through Friday 40-hour schedule. Moreover, the 24-hour shifts will be
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staffed with firefighters who are capable of performing all of the required job duties needed to respond to
service calls. The Union's concern that requiring firefighters to switch to a 4O-hour workweek creates

childcare issues is unique to firefighters is inaccurate because some police officers and transit employees

for the City work second and third shift and thus have the same issue.

I believe the City's arguments are persuasive. In addition, it is often recognized that a quid pro
quo is not required when the proposal minors a similar procedure for other City employees, such as

police and transit employees. I find the City's final offer on light duty is more appropriate.

PROMOTIONS. ARTICLE 6

The City proposes to change how promotions are decided by amending Article 6, Section (c). It
proposes changrng the standards from the most senior qualified employee to "The promotional procedure

shall be developed by management, with seniority as one of the scoring factors."
The City submits that Chief Blaser would consider a candidate's adherence and commitment to

the Department's mission, vision, and core values. The current language "ties the hands" of the Chief, the
City contends. The City further points out that the Transit bargaining agreement allows for wide
discretion in promotions.

The Union proposes amending Article 6, Section (a), by eliminating testing, oral interviewso and

the "Chiefs evaluation of ability and past performance," and changing it to language that only includes

senior qualified candidate Moreover, the Union asserts that the Chief shall have the discretion to
determine minimum qualifications of subordinate classifications. The Union notes that there was no

evidence that the "seniof qualified" promotional procedure under the current language created any
problems.

The external comparables are a *mixed bag" with several comparables having similar language to
the current language of senior qualified while some comparables do not.

While the City's proposal makes a substantial change to Article 6, Section (c), the Union's
proposal to Section (a) also would be a substantial change. On balance, I find the Union's offer adheres

closer to the status quo language and is slightly favored.

CONTINTIING EDUCATION. ARTICLE 9. SECTION 6

The City contends that since 2017 it has had a practice with its employees that provides for
tuition reimbursement. A uniform practice diminishes mistakes that oan occur with a varied procedure

between groups of employees. The Union's position to keep the status quo training language is archaic

according to the City. The City is simply attempting to modernize the training payment procedure.

Intemal comparables are now atl following the same practice, including police, transit and firefighters.

While the Union is concerned that changing the practice may stop paramedics training, the City contends

that it will continue to pay for such training.
The Union responds that the City has unilaterally implemented a practice without bargaining over

it and that the City expects the Union to accept its offer on fraining without objection. Moreover, there
would not be a guarantee that paramedics training would be covered.

The external comparables are mixed. It is also somewhat troubling that the City sets up its
bargaining position by unilaterally implementing a practice for all City employees then expects the Union
ernployees to simply agree to it. For these reasons, I find the Union's offer on continuing education is
slightly favored.
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PHYSICAL EXAMINdTIONS. ARTICLE 24, SECTION r

The Union proposes to continue with the current language, which requires one physical exam

every other year and outlines how they will be administered. The City proposes deleting the language

entirely and replacing it with the following:

The City will offer a voluntary frefighter fitness progrcm, developed with union

input, for all members of the department, designed to help members maintain fit-for-
duty standards and promote general health and wellness.

The Chief will establish fit-for-duty standards in consultation with the City's
occupational health provider as part ofdepartment operating procedures.

The City contends that having physically fit firefighters is important and an agreed-to process is

irnportant to the public as well. The Union responds that the provision is of major concern to frefighters,
and ttre parties should bargain over fit-for-duty standards, not limited to just provide input. Moreovef, the

City neids to demonstrate a compelling need for the change. In addition, the City has not offered the

Union a quid pro quo.
I-find the Union's position is more persuasive. I agree with the Union that the parties should

bargain over the fit-for-duty standards. In addition, there is no demonstrated compelling need fot the

change and the City has not offered a quid pro quo. I, therefore, find the Union's offer on Physical

Examinations, Article 24, Section 1, is more appropriate.

LINENS AI{D LAT}NDRY. ARTICLE 26

The City proposes deleting most of the provisions of Article 26 and adding a provision because,

ttre City argues, the language is archaic. One of the key concerns raised by the Union is the fear that with

this proposal firefighters may be required to wash ambulance linens, partioularly in light of the current

pandemic.
Neither party presented particular support from intemal or external comparables or the proposal's

effect on the interests or welfare of the public. The City offered no quid pro quo with this proposal.

With respect to the Union's conoern over potentially washing ambulance linens with the proposal,

the City responds that it has not required fnefighters to wash ambulanoe linens for at least 12 years.

Nonetheless, the status quo language of Article 26 inoludes the following:

Manitowoc Fire Department agrees that on-duty Local 368 members shall not be required

to wash and dry linen and towels other than kitchen towels, kitchen wash cloths, and

assorted drying rags used in the course of drying vehicles. Specifically, no ambulance
linen shall be washed by Local368 members. @mphasis added.)

Such a prohibition on washing ambulance linens provides protection to the firefighters should the City
attempt to change the ourrent praotice.

Given that no quid pro quo was offered by the City, no strong comparable support was presented,

and the City offer would delete the prohibition of washing ambulance linen, I find the Union's offer on

Laundry and Linen is more appropriate.
With respect to each of the above issues and the statutory criteriao after careful consideration, I

find the determinative criteria include internal and extemal comparables. The remaining statutory criteria

have negligible impact.
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WAGES

The wage offers are the most significant, dominant component of the parties' final offers. As

noted above, because the City was in substantial financial difficulties as the result of the 2007-2009 Great

Recession, the Union agreed to create a second, lower paying wage schedule. Employees hired after

August 1,2009 would be placed on Schedule B, the lower paying schedule. It has been in effect since

then.
The Union asserts that Schedule B employees have had morale problems because they are paid

less than Schedule A ernployees who are doing exactly the same jobs. In additiono the Union submits that

there is now a higher turnover rate caused by the implementation of Schedule B. The City responds that

the Union did not clearly demonstrate either of those assertions.

I found the Union's testimony regarding morale problems was credible. It is understandable that

morale would be adversely affected when a Schedule B firefighter is paid less than a Schedule A
employee performing exactly the same job. The Union's firefighter retention exhibit is also very telling.

f'oittre 10 years prior to 2010 only 3 firefighters left the City for another fire department, while over the

next 10 years 2i firefighters resigned from the City to Ake a position with a different city's fire
departrnent. It is further noted that none of the external comparables have seen such a significant increase

in turnover for the lO-year period from 2010 to 2020. The only signifioant difference for this bargaining

unit is the change to a}-tier wage schedule.
In addition, at the beginning of bargaining over this contract, in a June 7, 2018 memorandum the

City included a priority in bargaining to: "[m]ove all employees to Schedule A to remove disparity

between Schedule A and Schedule 8...." While the City did not further pursue the priority to move

Schedule B employees to Schedule A in bargaining indicating that it is a City priority clearly

demonstrates the City understands that there is an important need to eliminate the 2-tier pay schedules.

I further find that the Union's offer on eliminating Schedule B includes methods which would not

cost a substantial amount. As the Union submitted in its brief: o' Cost balancing occuned in the first year

of the proposed confiact, with Group A employees receiving being held to lo/o increase and the Group B

employeei netting a greater percentage increase than tha! but on lesser annual wages, such that the actual

rort io 2019 wili be 1.817o gfeater than the year earlier cost. Thereafter the union offer results in a
I.46Yo increase :rr_2O2O over 2019; and in al.5lo/o increase in year 2021 ovet 20t9.' Those increases are

less than the comparables. In addition, the "former" Schedule B employees who move to the new

integrated scheduli would not receive a step increase on January l't; instead, they would receive the

increase on their anniversary dates. Further, the new unified schedule would add steps, taking longer to

reach the top rate.
With respect to the comparables it is significant that there are no internal comparables that have

2-tier pay schedules. With respect to the external comparables, none of them have similar 2-tier

schedules, though the City points to Sheboygan and Two Rivers that have 2 wage schedules. However,

Sheboygan has 2 tiers because the fnefighters covered under the higher paid schedule is effective for
firefighiers who are paramedics because paramedic premium pay is built into that schedule. Two Rivers

has 2 pay schedules because employees hired before a certain date receive retirement health insurance

while firefighters hired after that date do not. In exchangeo for not receiving retirement pay, those

firefighters ieceive higher wages. Thus, those 2 comparables are clearly distinguishable from the A and B

wage schedules here.
The City further argues that all of the firefighters in the City's Fire Department are paid well.

However, that is not the issue; the dispute focuses on the fact that B firefighters are paid less than A
firefighters for performing exactly the same jobs.

During the term of the labor agreement(2019-2021) and the 3 years thereafter, the City calculated

that the Union's wage offer saves the City about $552,000. However, for the next 4 years (2025-2028)

the City projects that ttre Union's offer on wages would cost about $73,000 more than the City's wage

offer for 2025 and about $169,000 more than the City's for each of the next 3 yeus (2026, 2027,2025)

for a total of about $580,000 from2025 through 2028.
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The City contends that with such inueased cost under the Union's offer for the years 2025-2028,

it is tantamount to a large balloon payment on a mortgage. The City further points out that its goal is to

operate all of the City's departments as efficiently and cost effectively as possible. The Union's offer on

wages should therefore be rejected.
However, the Union emphasizes it is important to keep in mind that under the City's costing

estimates, the Union's offer saves the City $552,000 from 2019 through 2024 and then costs $581,000
more from 2025 through 2028. Using a conservative 2Yo dissount rate to determine present value the City
comes out slightly ahead, the Union submits. The Union further responds that there are a number of
e11ors in how the City costed the Union's offer. Among others, the Union submits that the City's costing

includes an assumption that there would be 27 fuefighters on the same step at the same time, which

would never be the case. The Union's proposal also requires that there be more gradual step increases

and that some firefighters move to the next step at the end of the year while others move for the full year;

however, the City did not build those faotors into its costing estimates. Moreover, the Union responds

that many vacancies occur because of retirement or disability. The retiring or disabled firefighter would

likely be an "A" employee. That vacancy would then be filled by a "Bo'employee at a lower pay rate than

the *Ao'employee had, which was not considered in the City's costing estimates.

I find the Union's arguments with respect to costing are credible and persuasive. Based upon the

foregoing findings, I conclude the Union's offer to integnte the B wage schedule into the A wage

sehedule and the across-the-board percentage is more appropriate. (To be clear, this also results in the

$1,200 across-the-board offer of the City to be moot.)
The City further proposes a flat $5,000 for paramedics for each year of the contract. The City's

position is that with a fixed dollar amount ttre lower paid employees would receive proportionately higher

ittrtrapr than the higlrer paid employees. The City's paramedic pay offer is a substantial change from

trre To/owith no demonstrated compelling need. Moreover, the CrU's paramedic $5,000 offer would cost

more than the Union's, as the Union points out. I therefore find the Union's offer on paramedic pay is

more appropriate.- -Considering 
Sec. ltl.77 (6Xarn) Wis. Stats., the pandemic has caused the economic condition of

the City to be problematic. Because the Unionos offer over the term of the oontract apparently costs less

than the CE's, offer I find that the Unionos offer on wages better addresses that criteria.

With respect to the oiteria under Sec. 111.77(6xbm), Wis. Stats., each of the criteria were

considered regarding the wage offers; howevet, if the criteria were not specifically addressed above, I
found that such criteria did not cause an appreciable difference in the findings.

Based on the above findings and that the wage issue predominates the other issues, I determine

that the Unionos final offer is more appropriate. Accordingly, In light of the foregoing, the arbitator
makes and issues the following

AWARI)

The Union's offer is to be incorporated in the 2019-2021 collective bargaining agreement

between the parties, along with those provisions agreed upon during their negotiafions, as well as those

provisions in their expired egreement which they agreed to remain unchanged.

Dated inMadison, Wisconsin, on February ll,202l by

rlr fuilrff,

4t

Andrew M. Roberts



#+ Local 368, LAFF Third Amended Finat Offer

To

City of Manitowoc

June 10,2020

Local368 proposes the following asrendmeatsto the 2015-2018 Collective Bargaining
Agreement Between it and the City of Manitowoo, Wisconsin:

1. Delete within article 9, Section 1, (a) Compensation Schedule A and Compeosation
Schedule Bo and (b) EMS Certification Pay and replace with the following language and

8-s.tep Mouthly Wage Schedule:

(a)Base Salary, The pay of employees of the Fire Dopartnent and

Rules for Administration shall be set forth in this agreement. The
salaries tisted are on a monthly basis to be paid bi-weekly. The
rates ofpay prescribed herein are based on firll-time employment
at nomal working hours.
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All current A scale employees shall be considered firefighter "H,"
or of equal listed rank. Only *B'scale employees will be affected

by the firefighter pay schedule adjustnent. Those membors shall
be matched to the pay schedule appropriate for each members'
listed years of service.

Any member that is currently paid more than the arnount listed on

the above pay schedule will continue to receive the higher rate

zubsequent to ratification or Arbitation Award. When the next
wage step is reached by the affected member tn2021,the member

will then receive the rate on the above pay schedule and thereafter

continue on the new schedule.

Additionally, in order to maintain the status quo amendthe following language to be

consistent with the revised pay schedule and the EMS pay provisions of the current agreement.

(b) EMS Certification Pay. Effective as specified below, the

monthly Pararnedic and EMT pay shall be as follows:

All Wisconsin EMT-basics: 1.70o/o Firefighter H monthly base pay

All Wisconsin-Licensed EMT-Mechnician: 1.90o/o Firefighter H
monthly base pay

All Wisconsin EMT-Intersrediates: 3.7 5o/o Firefighter H montbly
base pay

All lVjscsnsin-licensed Fmamedics: 7.0% S'iiefighter H monthly
base pay

2. AmerrdAdcJe 4 ttrogp p{W-ork Sgglio,g I Defia{ip4 of,9,,1V.o.rkday, (p) Interp-retation of
Definition of :Work Day with the addition of the following underlined language:

and
a24-
1$"

vihich duties willbe
dqing urhich earployees aie gssentially on stand:by for c4lls.

On Monday through Saturday, the standard work day for baining
and ottrer regular, routine duties shall commence at 0700 hours and

2
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ffi terminate at 1630 hours. The sta$dard standb_v time shall besin
1630 hours.

A continuous lunch period of 60 minutes as neaf, as possible to the
period between 1130 and 1230 hours will be provided. Meal
preparation time for lunch will not interfere with regular duties.
This lunchperiod shall be followed by a 30-minute cleanup and/or

break period unless there are calls for response. In the event of
calls for response, a 60-minute lunch period will be granted as

sooa as possible after the call.

Employees will report promptly at 1300 hsurs for any scheduled
duties. In the event tavel is required to another location for duties,
fraining or assignments which begrn at 1300 hours, such fravel
will be during the period from 1230 to 1300 hours.

Vehicle, equipment and floor maintenance shall commence at
1630 horus each day as a standard. After this maintenance is
complete, staadard staud-by tim€ will begin. Stand-by.time is
defined as that period during whioh eurployees are in a ready state

for emergency and non-emergency calls. During this period of
time, standard work assignments shall be limit€d to those
maintenance duties which are essential for response to calls for
service and station safety.

Work on Sundays and Holidays: Sundays and holidays (as

designated in Article 10, Section 2,) sball consisqgggglgl of
the duties necessary for effioient response to alarms, noraial station
housewotlc, and vehiclo equipment checks and maictenance.
Standar,d company level taining that would fall on a Sunday or a
holiday would be completed on a day prior to or after the Sunday

or holiday on which it might fall.

The citv sball pav emplovees ahdf-time Bremirrm for atrl reg$rlar.

routine duties that thev are assigned to work outside of thq
standard work dav.

3. The Union agrees to- the Cityis proposal io delete only Section4Paget
Recall of Article 5 Exta Hours as the Union agrees that the Pager Recall
language is archaic:

3 APPENDIX A
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tn *re event *e eiry AiU te msm*

deb'; foieludng suFervisery psser-eL ^Lall be:relu4e4 previd€d;

@
1. Replace the language of Article 6 Promotions and Evaluations, Section I

Promotions, (a) Promotional Procedure with the following language:

For promotions to alt bargaining unit promoted positions, the most

senior qualified existing employee wilt be promoted first; second

most senior second; and so forth. Refirsal to accept a promotion

shall not disqualiff an otherwise quatified candidate from futrue

offerings.

Whenever a new bargaining unit job classification is created, the
position(s) will be filled by the most senior qualified bargaining

unit applicant before said position(s) are fitled by a non-bargaining

unit employee or applicant.

The Firc Chief sball have the discretionto determine the minimum
qualifications of subordinate classifications. Minimum
qualifications for each position shall not be arbitrary or capricious,

shall be reasonably related to the work involved, shall be in
writing, and copies of said qualifications shall be supplied to the

Union within 30 days of being established or changed.

2. Amend Article l1 Parking with the addition of the following underlined

language:

F ':,:1

The City shall furnish 3 parking stalls in the block in which Station

One is located and 4 pa*ing stalls in the Tenth Steet parking lot
for useof ondutv Station One personnel covered by this contraet,

3. Amend Article 18 Safety, Section 2 Firefighter Safety withthe following
underlined language to maintain the status quo:

4
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In an effort to provide a minimum amount of safety to firefighters,
the Citv sballcomptv withthq first sente.gpe o{S?S 330.14(3Xa)
an{SPS 330.11(1)(a) as of Januar.v 1,2020, and as thev may be

amended from tirne to time.

4. The Union agrees to delete only the following stuck tbrough provisions of Article 24
Health Program, Section 2 Firefighter Wellness-Fitness Initiative:

Sgstioh 2. Fbfighter,Wellness Fiuess Initiative. The wellness
fitress initiafive applies for all Local 368 rae,nrbers'participation.

The purpose of this policy is to plovide a physical wellness
prograin for all of Local 368 members that enhances the
employee's health, identifiss health risk factors, coordinates an
iadividual physical fitness progrsm and provides advice for future
development. The program also requires iadividualized physical
fihess assessment counseling and provides access to fitrcss
equip'nentwhile at workduring certainhours identified here in
and in SOG F 0A27. Participation in the program is mandatory.

The program shall consist of ninety (90) minutes per day
preferably between 0800 and 1000 hours for physical fitness
activity, whioh includes a clean-upperiod.

The Qity shall support and maintain the program to the
extent fiscally possible, inoluding the cost of health risk assessment
(IIRA), medical o<amiaations, physical fitness assessments, fitness
equipnnent fifriess equipment upgmdes and fimess equipment
maintenaaoe. The City shall review its ability to maintain the
program ofl an annual basis.

4S medied €r-a*:-atieas; frerr eprevider efthe

This pro[pamwill entail stretching weight lifting, and
cardiovascular workout as comdinated.to eaph individuals needs as

determined by a peer fibess tainer.

iniauat
+=-+n:aiea*+xems

@
A.-+l*innb.sis
rciae
6'4K€
+.-Spirenery
S.-Be+€omp€ei+ierffiW
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+O-ganeer+ereening
a'--Slin'e*smw

il-ffieien.s€reening

Physicals shall be done every other year and a City paid HRA done
annually. Peer fitness trainers will evaluate each member annually
and set up a specific individual workout plan . This evaluation will
include a frtness evaluation and body composition exam. Each year
members will participate in the City HRA. After receiving results
of the City HRA the ernployee will set up a physical exam with
agency City has contraptod the physical exam wi,th on the year of
their physical. The employee is responsible to coordinate the
setting up of this exaxn withtheir shift commander and have the
exam listed onthe departne,nt salendar. Physical exams will be
scheduled with in 5 months of blood test received by City HRA.

*sslle+dng$asi€"

@
Local 368 members shall be entitled to complete

confidentiality withrespect to any and all medical exanrinations
and physical assessments conducted pnrsuant to this agreement.
The City will not requfue Local 368 members to waive
patient/physician confidentiality with respect to the results of any
portion of the medical examination, thdu medical records or
physical fitness assessment exce,pt if evaluations af,e needed to
determine fitness for duty and workers compensationpurposes.

There will be q Wellness Program Committee established.
The Cornmittee shall be comprised of one poer fihess hainer, 2
members of Local 368 and one member ftom management. This
Committee will meet annually during the month of May. Neither
the Cornnrittee nor its members have the authority to make
decisions binding Local 368 or the City.

Unless and until the Employer and Local 368 agree upon uniform exercise attire,
employees shall wear appropriate and respeotable exercise attire while exercising.

fi.t=i
a:i+t
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ffi Employees shall be permitted to wear their uniforms or turnout gear over exetcise

attire ifthey are responding to a call. Approved Oy the Chief; workout attire may"

be purehased through the employee's clothing allowance.

5. The Union agrees to the City's proposed amendments listed as Item 1. Article 2, Section

3, Payroll deductions; Itom 8, Article 9, Section 3, Clothing Allowance and Item 10'
Artiole 10, Section 1(a), vacation leave.

$.
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VIA EMAIL to Peter G. Davis, Wf,,RC StaffA,ttorney,

June 10,2020

RD: City of Manitowoc rnd IAf,'F Locd 368 Negotiations

Dear Mr. Davis,

The City makes the following offer as our revised final offer in these negotiations, having
reviewed the Union's revised final offer and initial final offer with the Personnel
Committee in preparation for submission. This offer is identical to our offer on N4ay 25,
2020. The City proposes to continue all terms of the curent collective bargaining
agreement except as outlined below:

1. Article 2, Section 3, Payroll Deductions. Revise to read as follows, consistent
with the City's first proposal:

When authorized in $niting by the employee, the City shall deduct payments t€*o

dues fromthe employee's pay.

2. Article 4, Section 4(a), Light Duty. Revise to read as follows, consisterfi with the
Crty's first proposal:

Light duty assigrrments shall include duties consistent with those normally
performed by firefighters. Attendance at fraining sessions shall thus not be
preempted by other assigned drdiCs,

ieus

mhedCsCi$d€s. Ligbt&rty *all scctrMonday. kiday ma40 hourwork week at
the Chief s discretion with no chmge to salary.

3. Arficle 4, Section 4(c), Light Duty - Non-Duty Related. Delete entire section
from contrac( consistent with the City's first proposal.

CITY HALL. 900 Quay Stteet. Manitowoc, \ffir[ qacc^ Aqtt
Phone Qzq 686-6ee0. Fax (ez0) 686-( 
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4. Article 6, Section 1(a), Promotional Procedure. Revise to read as follows,
consistent with the City's first proposal:

Writtentestbased en MFD preeedures and trniaklg- 3596

€Hef s evductien ef sbiliry arC pffit perbrrasee 35%

ie*

The promotional procedure shall be developed by management with seniority as

one of the scoring factors. Management will clearly commturicate the subject
matter of exams and the scoring process so employees are arlnre of how they will
be evduated.

5. Article 6, Section 1(c), Seniority for Promotions. Revise to read as follows,
consistent withthe City's first proposal:

For the Purpose of Promotions,
seniority shall be based upon the date of hire with the deparfnent. tereandida*es'

6. Article 9, Section 1(a), Compensation Schedule - Base Salary: Revise to read as

follows, consistent with the Crty's first proposal and reflecting a $1,000/year salary
insrease for all e,mployees:

Qorglensatioa S chpdule A
The following monthly pay scale is for employees hired before August 1,2009:

Ei]E
\!;:..

$4,84794,747$4,,647$4,547Firefighter A
$5,667$5,567$5,467$5,367Firefighter B

$5,799$5,699$5,599$5,499Firefighter C

$5,918$5,818$5,718$5,618Firefighter D
$6,041$5841$5,841$5,7-41Firef,ebser E

$6,156$6,056$5,956$5,p56Motor Pump Operator

$6,47686,3',16$6,n6$6,176Lieutenant

$6,697$6597$6497s6,397Captain

Effective
ult2u2l

Effective
ttuzfizs

Effective
Llu20t9

Current
PaJRank

CITY HAtf . 900 Quay Sueet. Manitowoc, r0?f 5

Phone (920) 686-6990'Fax (920) 686-69! APPENDIX B
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Comoensation Schedule B
fhi foUowioe monthly pay scale is for employees hired on or after August 1,2009:

7, Article 9, Section 1(b), Compexsation Schedule - EMS Certification Pay.

Consistent with ttre prior proposal, the City proposes offering $5,000 annually as a

lurnp sum palaaent drring the coutact for those firefigbters who hold a paramedic

license, rattrertban aperoeirtage of wages.

8. Articte 9, Soction 3, Clothing Allowance. Consistent with the prior proposal, the

City proposes mending the tast seirte'lrce to read as follows:

The City shall firnish all firefighting protective gear requiied by €emmJe
Administative Cod .

9, Article 9, $ection 6, Continuing Educrtion. Rovise to read as follows, consistent

with the City's first proposal:

The City of Mariitowoc shall reiinburse all employees covered by this Agreement

for educational credits eanred in*e&lleryiagffici

by the Fire
of Manitowoc agrees add at'the month for the

successfiil completion of any credit to the s ofthe person earning the cedit up
a total maximum ofto a maximum of $6.00 ia any twelve month period and up to

$64.00 per montLt.

CITY HALL ' 900 Quay Stteet' Manitowog WI
Phone (920) 686-6990'Fax PZq 686-6c.
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$4,271s4,171$4,071:$3971Firofiehter A
$4,626$4,526$4;426$4,326Firefighter B

$4,984$r1,8849A,784,M584C

$5,208$5,108$5"0q8$,1,908D

$5,467s5,36?8i,ilst$5,16?firefiebterE

95,572$5,472s5,372$5,272Motor Punp Operalor

$J,858$5,758$5,658$5,558Lieutenant

$o,1Bo$6,Ogo$5'9S0$5,980,

Effective
ilu2t2il

Effeetive
ull2020

Efiective
lnno$

Cunent
PayRsnk



All credits and courses must be approved by the Fire Chief.

iffii
to+e€eirc"

etssesr*e.

tg?+ and &ereaftef St'ell eoflrsnee '+Yi*' &e "Fen*h ef, €€rf'lefie& prov'dts+

g"aeas+€

W*
eta€€€*

(b) Tuition and Books.- The Giff ^Ln'l prepE dt tidet beeks and f€€s fer ffi]'

em*yee r-e Ue rclmUursed ueer sad

eeufser &e ;mpleyee ^hEU be fequhCtefefonburse So $ry. Ths'Giry r$t' dedu€t

r*r-*-* -eqdi ereeat'*Feet een *o enetord
to{50f*?
"*tg"'"C 

b ;t,Usttor for '€o

Employees govenred by this contact are eligible for Tuition Reimbursement under

the City's Tuition Reimbursement Policy.

10. Article 10, Section 1(a), vacation leave. The City proposes striking the outdated

language consistent with our first proposal:

Employees of the Fire Depar@ort shall be gpnted an annual paid vacation leave,

which must be taken each calendar year, as follows:

F*n
\ii;|"

. A#er the f,rst year ef ssviee: 5 w€rk da5's

- isbrtwe fears ef sffiee: - 8 *edi daYs

' y'r#er six }€atrs df serviee: ' 9 werk da:'s

. After ten years ef serviee: - 1 l werk dE s

' rlJbr fFeen years ef serviee: 12 werk de!'s

CITY HALI ' 900 Quay Sueet'Manitowoc,IilI
Phone (920) 686-6990'Fax (920) 686-6
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. r1#ertrveab Sveyearsefssviee: - l4nrcrkdays

After the first year of service:

After two years of serryice:

After six years of service:

After ten years of service:

After fifteen years of service:

After twenty years of senice:
After twenty-five years of service:

6 work days

9 work days

l0 work days

12 work days

13 work days

14 work days

15 work days

11.'Article 11, Parking. The City i$ in agreement with the Union proposal to add the
language clariffing that these spaces are for onduty Station One personnel.

12. Article 20, Section 2(b), Iloliday Sell-bacli The Crty proposes striking the

language that was removed with the prior CBA and addiag a provision to note that
change, consiste,nt with the first proposal and as follows:

be dleeeted by sededff taet€pt the -rembatiF; with the rroet ssder menbef

iains

.

fe$ls+viagfiann#t

l, Pay equr* te 'Le e-rfloyee's howly ra*e thes ?4 fur ea€h horidE re*Emed, Tlds

e, fer purpese+ef**s seU

CITY HAI-L' 900 Quay Stee-t'Manitowoc, !(/f E t^^A te t6

Phooe (e20) 686-6ee0'Fax (e20) 686-6, 
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dEs seld baek 'shall be acd€d to tho seeerd pstr eheek fffter ths now ernpleyee

vision was removed in the 2015-2018 CBA'

13. Article 24, Section 1, Physical Examinations: Consistent with the initial proposal,

the City proposes rtr*i"g this section in entirety and replacing with the following

section header:

.The City will offer a volurtary fuefighter fitness program, developed with union

input, for all members of the departnent, designed to help members maintain fit'
for-duty standards and promote general health and wellness'

The Chief will establish fit-for-duty standards in consultation with the City's

occupational health provider as part of department operating procedures'

14. Article 24, Section 2, Firefighter Wellness Initiative: The City is in agreement

with the Union proposal andlooks forward to working with them to implement a

more effective program.

15. Article 26, Linen and Laundering: Consistent with the initial proposal, the City

proposes amending this section to read as follows:

The Clty will provide employees with trvo sets of sheets and trro bath towels for

use whiie on duty, and povide washers and dryers in good working order at eich

stdion. Local368 will launder linens as needed while offduty'

teve pi[ew eases, arrd ttve ba*r.tswels to eeeh ffisnb€r ef I'6ed 368 fer use whih
en$qr'

Be
,

frT*

CITY HALL' 900 Quay Steet' Manitowoc, WI 5/
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Marftewee Fke Departnent agees tlrat en.dury Leeel 368 rnembers shell aet be
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16. Articte 27, Duration and Negotlation Time Table. The City proposes that this

conhact run for three years, from 20t9-2021.

The City of Manitowoc reserves the right to amend all aspects of this proposal and remains

open to discussing the contact with the uuion. The City would additionally note for the

benefit of the WERC that the Crty has enacted a spending freern due to the COVID-l9
pandemic.

Respectfi rlly submitted,

CITY OT'MAIVTOWOC

Kathleen M. McDaniel, City Attorney
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Copies emailed to: Jessie Lillibridge, Hunran Resources Director
Todd Blaser, Fire Chief
Alderperson Scott McMeans
Attomey Timothy Hawks
Attomey Jason Perkiserti,

CITY I{ALL'900 Quay Sueet'Manitowoc, \Dflf 5'

Phone Qzq 686-6990. Fax (920) 686-6991
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CITY'S FINAL OFFER


